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ORDER-IN-COUNCIL

P.C . 872 5

Certified to be a true copy of a Minute of a Meeting of the Committee
of the Privy Council, approved by His Excellency the Governor
General on the 16th November 1944 .

The Commit tee of the Privy Council have had before them a report dated
10th November, 1914, from the 1linister of Finance, representing that doubt
has arisen as to the effect of the Income 11'-Zr Tax Act and The Excess Profits
Tax Act, 1940, in the case of co-operative corporations, associations and socie-
ties both as regards the general principles intended by I'arliament to be applied
and the effect, in many matters of detail, of the said taxation statutes upon
th( , co-onerative organizations and their members ;

'l'hat this doubt, both as to the general principles, intended to be applied
and the effect of the aforesaid statutes, has created serious problenis in con-
nection with the administration of thesp taxation statutes and a considerable
measure of uncertainty in the business operations of some of thc co-operztive
organizations themselves ; and

'I'hat a full public inquiry into the application of income and profits tax
measures to organizations -)rganizeci and operated on a co-operative or mutual
basis and organizations claiming so to be organized (hereinafter referred to as
co-operatives) and into the comparative position in relation to taxation under
such measures of persons engaged in business in direct competition with co-
operatives should lie undertaken without delay .

The Committee, therefore, on the reconimendation of • lie 1linister of
Finance, advise ,

l . That the Honourable Errol M . W. 'McI)ougall, a Judge of the Court of
King's Bench, Quebec ; ';'\Ir . B. N. Arnason, Regina, Sask., \Ir . G . A. Elliott,
Edmuntmn, Alta ., Mr. J . M. Nadeau, 1lontreal, P .Q . ; and Mr. J . J . Vaug-
han, Torcnto, Ont ., be appointed commissioners under Part I of the In-
quiries Act to inquire into ---

(a) the present position of co-operatives in the matter of the application
thereto of the Licame War Tax Act and the Excess Profits Tax Act,
1940, and

(b) the organization and t:u ciness methods and operations of the said co-
operatives as well as any other matters relevant to the question of the
application of income and profits tax measures thereto, an d

(c) the comparative position in relation to taxation under the said Acts of
persons engaged in any line of business in direct competition with co-
operatives,



and report, in so far as the saine can convenientdy be done, all facts which

appear to tl ►enl to be pertinent for deter ►ninint; what would, in the public

interest, constitute it ju st, fair and equitable b,(sis for the application of the
Income W ar 'I'as Act and The I:xcess Profits Tax Act, 19 - 10 to co-operatives

and to pcrsons otl ►er than co-operatives in respect of met 110(18 of doing

business analogous to co-operative methods, such as the making of payments

conlnlonly c ;(Iled patronage dividends and to make such recommendations for

the amendnlent of existing la w s is they consider to be justified in the public
interest ;

2 . 'l'hat the llonow•atllc 11r . Justice .llc1)ougull, Court, of King's Bencll,

Qucbc(•, be chairman of tlle said commission e rs ;

3 . That the conuission(v•s be authorizea to engage services of such technical
advis ers or other espert§, clerks, reporters and assistants as they deem

necessary or advisable and also the services of counsel to aid and assist the
conumissioners in the inquiry ;

-1 . That the commissioners be authorized to determine the places where the
inquiry shall be conducted and the manner of conducting the proceedings
in respect of the inquiry ;

.i . That the conunissioners be directed to report to the Governor in Council .

A . D. Y . IIt:t:vi:r,

Clerk of the Prioy Council .
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THE PsF:stnr:vT OF T HE PRIVY CouxctI,

.Sir:-

Pursuant to the terms of Order-in-Council No. 8725, approved under
date of November 16th, 1944, we, the Commissioners therein appointed under
Part I of the Inquiries Act have the honour to submit herewith, our Report .

In order to secure the information considered necessary to the accomplish-
ment of our task, upon organization it was decided to hold a number of ses-
sions of the Commission throughout Canada, at which interested persons would
be afforded the opportunity of presenting their views. With this end in view
public notices were issued calling upon all such persons to present written
briefs of their submissions with indication of the place at which they would
desire to appear personally in support thereof . A schedule of hearings was
prepared and publicised, announcing sessions of the Commission for the cities
of Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton, Regina, Winnipeg, Toronto, Ottawa,
.Mo . .t.real, Quebec, Moncton and Halifax, indicating the dates of such iiearings
and outlining the subject matter of the enquiry by citation from the Order-in-
Council in question .

In response to such advance notices, briefs to the number of about 1475
were filed with the Commission by co-operative associations, Boards of
Trade, Canadian trade associations, corporations, firms, individuals and public
bodies, containing the submissions which it was desired to bring to our atten-
tion. Beginning in Vancouver on January 15th, 1945, the Commission pro-
ceeded to conduct the enquiries in open court, by hearing such evidence in sup-
port of the factual issues involved as the various appearers desired to submit .
The Commission was assisted by counsel and the interested persons were afford-
ed the opportunity of appearing in person or by counsel . With the object of
giving to each a*.d every citizen ample facility freely to put forward his views,
the proceedings were conducted as informally as possible, compatible, however,
with the importance and gravity of the matter in issue . So great was the
interest aroused, av evideaced by the number of briefs received, that the .
Commission was unuble to deal with all the sub ;nissions presented in the esti-
mated and allotted time for each center . It was, accordingly, found necessary
to postpone to a date beyond the determined schedule, such of the submis-
sions as could more advantageously be h .̂ard in Ottawa . -6 It was, thus, not
until May 3rd, 1945, that the formal hearings were concluded in Ottawa, with
an understanding that those persons or bodies who notified an intention of
presenting a written or oral argument would be accorded an opportunity so to
do .

The enquiry was not confined to the information elicited at these hearings
but was extended to other sources such as interviews with Government offi-
cials, the very considerable literature upon the subject, public and private
records and the answers to a general questionnaire sent out to a great number
of co-operative organizations which had not submitted briefs, the response
to which was most gratifying .-

During the course of our hearings, reference was constantly made to the
manner in which this subject had been dealt with in Great Britain and many
of the submissions urged the adoption or adaptation of the British system of
taxing co-operative associations to our Canadian conditions . The information
available to us, upon this aspect of the subject, since the date of the amendment
made in 1933 to the British Income Tax statutes was inadequate to permit of
reaching definite conclusions . We,* accordingly, Jecided that three members of
the Commission should proceed to Great Britain for the purpose of pursuing
our enquiries into that phase of the question . Leaving Canada on May 19th,
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these memhors of the Commission spent some six weeks in Great Britain,

visiting Lite principal centers of co-operative activity at London, Manchester,

Glasgow and Edinburgh . Informal meetings were held with officials of the

Board of IuLu ►d Revenue, the principal co-operative organizations, represen-
tatives of various non-cooperative groups, economists, and writers, upon the
subject of the nature and growth of co-operntive i', in Brttain, their organiza-

tion, methods of oper ation, the situation as to the taxation of such ente D urprises
iat the present time and the attitude of the interested parties thereto. rng

this period the two remaining members of the Commission, accompanied by
our Counsel, paid a visit to the United States and there made a similar study
as to the extent and form of organization of the co-operative movement in that
country, and enquired into the manner in which the taxation laws were applied
thereto. Annexed to tlie Report, as appendices, will be found summary reports
of these special enquiries .

The record, which is transmitted herewith, comprises copies of the briefs
submitted, together w ith a complete transcript of the evidence adduced and
such supporting exhibits as may have been filed . In some instances, where

separately put forward, the arguments of counsel are also included .

Ainy-w e .Ue permittesl tocxpress ourindeutedness to our Counsel, i\?r . L . T .

Parker, K .C ., whose valuable assistance has been nüstintiiiglv furnishcd : To

the Registrars of the Commission, 'M ajor H. 1) . Woods and Mr . J . A. Chapde-

laine and our Executive Assistant, Colonel G . W. Ross, we are ex tremely grate-

ful for their assiduous and efficient labours . In like manner we express appre-

ciation of the signal assistance afforded by M r . J . G. Glassco, F.C.A., of the

firm of ( .'larkson, Gordon, Dilworth and Nash, and his assistants upon the intri-

cate accounting problems encountered, and to Professor V . C. Fowke of the

University of Saskatchewan for his assistance in preparing Appendix A . We

are also indebted to the members of the staffs of the various Government
I)epartmcnts, both Provincial and Dominion, to whom we applied for informa-
tion, for their willing co-operation . The following were particularly helpful :

Mr. W. F . Chown of the Economics Division, Department of Agriculture ;
Chief of the Agricultural Branch, Dominion Bu-~1r . I . S . 'Mcrlrthtu, Actin g

reau of Statist ics ; Mr. A. C. Steedman, Chief, 'Merchandising and Services

Branch, Dominion Bureau of Statistics ; 1)r . Maurice Ollivier, an d officials
of the I)epartment of National Revenue and of the Department of Insurance .

Nor must we fail to acknowledge as well the assistance of the Librarians
of the Bank of Canada, of the I)epartment of Agriculture, and of Parliament .

Finally, to the faithful and essential services of the m embers of our staff

we desire to record our appreciation .
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SCOPE OF ENQUIRY

To avoid misconception as to the precise scope of the piesent enquiry and
to define the limits of the task entrusted to the Commission, it may be well,
at the outset, to emphasize the directive terrns of Order-in-Council (No .
8725) . The Commission is authorized "to enquire into :-

(a) the present position of co-operatives in the matter of the application
thereto of the Income War Tax Act and The Excess Profits Tax Act,
1940, and

(b) the organization and business methods and operations of the said co-
operatives as well as any other matters relevant to the question of
the application of income and profits tax measures thereto, an d

(c) the comparative position in relation to taxation under the said Acts
of persons engaged in any line of business in direct competition with
co-operatives ,

and directed t o
report, in so far as the same can conveniently be done, all facts which
appenr .to_ them to be pertinent for determining _}vhat would, the
public interest, constitute a just, fair and equitable basis for the
application of the Income War Tax Act and The Excess Profits Tax
Act, 1940 to co-operatives and to persons other than co-operatives in
respect of methods of doing business analogous to co-operative meth-
ods, such as the making of payments commonly called patronage
dividends and to make such recommendations for the amendmènt of
existing laws as they consider to be justified in the public interest ;

It will thus be appreciated tI•:at the Commission has no mandate to recom-
mend changes in the general principle of income tax legislation as presently in
force in Canada, nor is its advice sought in regard to the general policy animat-
ing the present Income War Tax structure . The mission with which we are
entrusted is confined to recommending, if we consider it desirable, amendments
to the existing legislation only in relation to the comparative position of cer-
tain orgarizations and their direct competitors . In the following pages, it
will be sought scrupulously to remair, within the ambit of the task so assigned .

The law with which we are presently concerned is contained in the Income
War Tax Act (19 17 c. 28, as amended) and The Excess Profits Tax Act, 1940
(1940, ch . 32 as amended) .

The general provisions of the Income War Tax* Act relevant to the pres-
ent discussion are the following :

Soction 2, subsection 1, paragraph (h) which is as follows :
"person" includes any body corporate and politic and any associa-
tion or other body, and the heirs, executors, administrators and cura-
tors or other legal representatives of such person, according to the law
of that part of Canada to which the context extends" .

Section 3, which is as follows :
"For the purposes of this Act, `income' means the annual net profit
or gain or gratuity, whether ascertained and capable of computation
as being wages, salary, or other fixed amount ; or unascertained as
being fees or emoluments, or as being profits from a trade or commer-
cial or financial or other business or calling, directly or indirectly re-
crivPd by a person from any office or employment, or from any pro-
fession or calling, % or from any trade, manufacture or business, as the
case may be whether derived from sources within Canada or else-
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where ; and shall include the interest, dividends or profits directly
or indirectly received from money at interest upon any security or
without security, or fror.► stocks, or from any other investment,
and, whether such gains or profits are divided or distributed or not,
and also the annual profit or gain from any other source . . . . .

The relevant sections of The Excess Profits Tax Act, 1940, are Section 2,

subsection 1, clauses (e), (f), and (p), which are as follows :
(e) 'person' includes any body corporate and politic and any partnership,

association or other body, and the heirs, executors, adnlinistrators
and curators or other legal representatives of such person, according
to the law of that part of Canada to which the context extends .

(f) 'profits' in the case of a corporation or joint stock company for any
taxation period menus the amount of net taxable income of the said
corporation or joint stock company as determined under the provi-
sions of the Income War 'l'n.x Act in respect of the same taxation

perioti . . .
(g) 'profits' in the case of a taxpayer other than a corporation or joint

stock company, for any taxation period, means the income of the said

tax payer derived from carrying on one or more businesses, as defined

by section three of the Income War Tax Act, and before any deduc-

tions are made the refrom under any other provisions of the said

Income War Tax Ac;', . "

and Section 2, subsection 2 which is as follow s :

"Unless it is otherwise provided or the context otherwise requires

expressions contained in this Act shall have the same meaning as in

the Income War Tax Act, and definitions contained in the said In-

conle War Tax Act sllall apply in this act . "

and Section 7, paragraph (a), which is as follows :

"The following profits shall not be liable to taxation under this Act :-

(a) The profits of taxpayers referred to in paragraphs (d), (e), (f),
(g), (h), ( i), (k), (in), (h), a nd (q) of section four of the Income
1Var Tax Act ."

The sections specially applicable to Co-operative Associations, Credit

Unions and Mutual F ire Insurance Companies are quoted in those sections of

the Report which relate to these various organizations .

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The question submitted for our consideration is not whether individual

co-operators should be subjected to Income Tax . They are taxable at the

present time . The question is :- Are the associations or incorporated bodies
into which co-operators have banded themselves together for the purpose of

carrying on their joint enterprise, in the particular circumstances applying to
them, to be assessed to Income Tax and Excess Profits Tax, under the appro-
priate statutes, as such distinct entities in the same manner as other corporate
bodies are taxed thereunder, independently of their constituent membership,
and, if so, to what extent? Is there justification, in the public interest, for
the present treatment of the co-operative form of. enterprise in a manner differ-

ent from that accorded to its non-cooperative competitor ?

The answers to these questions will involve analysis of the nature of the
income earned by co-operative associations and a conclusion as to what part
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thereof, if any, constitutes taxable income of the association as distinct from
its membership under the statutes in question, excluding from consideration for
the moment section 4 (p) of the Income War Tax Act or similar exceptive
clauses .

As above indicated, we are directed :
(a) To report all facts which appear to be pertinent for determining

what would, in the public interest, constitute a just, fair and equitable basis
for the application of the Income W ar Tax Act and The Excess Profits Tax Act,
1940, to co-operatives and to persons using similar business methods ; and

(b) To make such recommendations for the amendment of existing laws
as we consider would be justified in the public interest .

In view of the lengthy enquiries made and the mass of material collected
it will, we fear, be necessary to report in some detail the facts elicited in order
to establish the basis upon which recommendations may be founded . In
reporting these facts and making these recommendations, it is convenient to
classify the organizations which come within the scope of our enquiry into the
following groups :

1 . Co-operative as sociations and their direct competitors .
2 . Credit unions and their direct competitors . . ___ _
3 . Mutual fire and casualt y insurance organizations and their direct com-

petitors .
Co-operative associations are treated in Part I of this Report, credit unions

in Part II and mutual insurance organizations in Part III . In order to fac i l-
itate reading, the relevant factual conclusions are stated in the main body of
the Report . More detailed studies supporting these conclusions are to be
found in the appendices .

Though it is convenient to treat these three groups separately, nevertheless
the problems involved have certain elements in common . These problems
have been studied from the point of view outlined in the following paragraphs .

THE NATURE OF THE INCO M E TAX

Even though it be obvious, we believe it will be well to point out at the
outset that the Income War Tax and Excess Profits Tax are taxes on . incomes
of persons, whether individual or corporate . The amount of the tax in each
case is calculated with reference to the income of the taxpayer .

In the second place, the taxes in question relate to the money value of net
income produced . We consider that the tax should apply to any part of such
net income as can readily be brought into relationship with the measuring rod
of money unless there are strong special reasons for exempting it . Moreover,
as far as practicable, the net income produced should be counted as income of
each taxpayer in the period in which It is received directly or indirectly by him.
Otherwise, some taxpayers will have an advantage over others in that thcy will
be able to re-invest their income without first paying income tax thereon .
Those who pay the tax when they receive the income will be able to put to
profitable use only what is left after paying the tax . Those who do not pay
the tax when the income is received will be able to put the whole of that incolne
to profitable use .

in the third place, the income tax is fundamentally based upon the tax-
payer's actual income and not upon the income which he conceivably might have
received if he had not acted as he did . The chief exceptions to this principle
at present contained in the Acts are the provisions which relate to transactions,
the main purpose of which is deemed to be the evasion of the tax .
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These points are of special importance in dealing with the set of problemF

involved in our enquiry . In each of the three classes of organizations considered,

difficult problems arise-first, as to whether in the operation of each class, in-

conie is produced at all and second, if so, whose income it is .

IrCIDENCF. AND JUSiIC E

What constitutes a"just, fair and equitable" application of the corporate
income and excess profits taxes to the organizations we are considering and their
direct competitors can be decided only after determining who really bears the
burden of the taxes in question. Some taxes are readily shifted or passed on so
that, once the, shifting is accomplished, the actual taxpayer does not bear the
burden of the tax . Other taxes cannot readily be passed on . We take the
position that the corporate Income Tax and the Lxcess Profits Tax are not
readily shifted but are borne initially and for the most part by the taxpaying
companies and their shareholders .

We are not called upon to express an opinion as to whether the existing
taxes on corporate incomes are unjustly high or unjustly low relatively to the
general income tax structure, nor do .we desire to do so . Accordingly, in dis-
cussing the justice of the present or proposed application of the tax to co-oper-
ative associations and -their - direct corporate-competitors--we-are not to be
understood as referring to this more general question .

Problems relating to justice in applying any tax on corporate income must
be considered from one or other of two points of view or froln both . In the
first place, the tax may be regarded as it special tax imposed on the company
as such in return for the advantages conferred on the company itself by incor-
poration. If this point of view be taken, it is important to compare the advan-
tages conferred by incorporation on the types of organization which fall spe-
cially within our ternis of reference with the advantages conferred by incorpora-
tion on their direct competitors . It is important, also, to compare the relative
taxpaying abilities or facultics of the various organizations involved .

Alternatively, it has been argued that the corporate income tax is really a
tax upon the sharellolders of companies and not upon the company itself .
Frein this point of view the tax on corporate inco.mes is regarded as an integral
part of the general tax structure and it becomes important to consider whether
tl• e corporate income tax and the personal income tax taken together as it whole
fali justly as between those incjividuals who receive their incomes through
corporations, co-operative associations, mutual insurance companies or credit
unions . We have not adopted either of these standards of justice to the exclu-
3ion of the other .

- In any event, no solution can be fair and just unless it can be effectively
administered . Unless a solution is reasonably free from uncertainty and ambi-
guity in its application to all taxpayers affected, that solution will inevitably
give rise to unfairness and dissatisf action .
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PART I

Co-operative Associations

SECTION I

DEVELOPMENT OF CO-OPERATIVE IIUHIhSHBI\ CANAD A

Agricultural Societies with certain co-operative features have been in exis-
tence in Canada since the earliest days of agricultural settlement . Records
indicate that some of these were active, towards the end of the eighteenth cen-
tury, but these were unincorporated, informal and mainly interested in improv-
in'g the production methods rather than in undertaking buying or selling func-
tions for their members . Organized co-operation in Canada for purchasing
or marketing goes back to the sixties of the last century . About this ti ► ue,
creameries and cheese factories put in their appearance . Most .co-operatives
oiganized before 1900 were loosely formed organizations, without definite pro-
visions for such features as are now considered to be the characteristics of n
co-operative society. These features were not provided in company legislation,
and for that reason most of the co-operatives organized before 1890 were
unincorporated . As farmers acquired more knowledge of the problems involv-
ed in the marketing of their products and the purchasing of their supplies,
interest in extension of activities becnnle apparent, especially in Western
Canada. The Grain Growers Grain Company was organized in 1906, the
Saskatchewan Co-operative Iaevator Company in 1910, and a similar organ-
ization in Alberta in 1913 . Associations for the marketing of fruit were organ-
ized in Nova Scotia in 1912 and in British Columbia in 1913 . The desirability
of co-ordinating the activities of local marketing and purchasing groups--
sometinles unincorporated-led to the organization of the United Farmers
Co-operativo Company, of Ontario, in 1914, and the Co-op6rative Féd6r6e de
Qu6bec in 1922 . During this period there was considerable organization of
local farmers' purchasing and marketing ass<,ciations, some of which provided
rural store services . The organization of consuuler.9 co-operatives has not
been rapid . One of the most important of these organSzations, the British
Canadian Co-operative at Sydney Mines, Nova Scotia, was organized in 1906 .

After 1900, the provinces began to enact co-operative statutes . The
province of Quebec placed on its statute books the first co-operative Act in
1906 to provide for the organization of credit unions and other co-operatives .
Nova Scotia adopted a co-operative Act in 1908 ; British Columbia in 1911 ;
and Saskatchewan in 1913 . By 1938, every province had enacted co-operative
legislation relating to the organization of co-operatives, and most provinces
provided special departmental services for the administration of such legisla-
tion. There is as yet no Dominion Co-operative Act.

By the end of 1943, according to the h.conomies Division, Dominion
Department of Agriculture, there were 1675 agricultural marketing and mer-
chandising co-operatives in Canada, with a membership of 585,820 . These
included co-operatives handling dairy products, fruits and vegetables, grain
and seed, livestock, poultry, honey, maple products, tobacco, wool, fur, lum-
ber and wood, food products, clothing and home furnishings, petroleunl prod-
ucts and auto accessories, feed, fertilizer and spray material, machinery and
equipment, coal, wood and building material, as well as miscellaneous mar-
keting and miscellaneous merchandising, not specified .

In addition, there were 67 fishermen's co-operatives ; 1780 credit unions ;
400 farmers' mutual insurance co-operatives, besides a group rendering mis-
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,•rllau ► cous services such as ho,pital eu-e, cumnutnity recreation and entertain-
tnent, bus tr :u ►yport ; ►tion, home building, trucking agricultural products,
, t- ed cle ; ►ning, rural elel•trifieation, telephone services, and agriculttu•al produc-
tion, i ► tclu ► ling the vo-operative ownership and operation of farm ► naehiner•y .

►.;u-otler;► tive business in Canada can he ► livided into tl ► ree 1;enwral classes .

In the first place, tl ► e associations assenll,le, so ► netimes process, and market
the products of the farm ►wd fisheries. 'l'I ► is operation we will call co-operulive

markeli ►ip . III the second place they acquire and sell farm supplies and general
►nercl ►al ► disc . This type of activity we tt• ►Il refer to as the ptn•chnee and stlpNIJ
business of co-o ~erative associations . Finally, some associations provide a
variety of nliscel~aneuus services ranging from the local distribution of electric
power to the conducting of funeral homes . III carrying on these activities,
different co-operative associations specialize in varying degrees . III the prairie
provinces, for example, separate associations have developed for the marketing
of each of the main farm products . Other associations are concerne,l with
distributing farm supplies and general merchandise . Still others operate
co-opcrative general stores . III Quebec, in contrast, all association typically
markets it variety of farm products and, at the same time, distributes f :u•nl sup-
plies and general merchandise

. The extent and growth of co-operative business In Canada is analyze d
in Appendix A to this Report . This appendix, however, relates primarily to
the business of agricultural co-operative associations and, since 19-12, to the
business of non-a-rlcultural co-operative retail stores Its well .

III all provinces of the Dominion some business is conducted by co-opera-
tive associations but it, is unevenly distributed both as to amount and type .
In 1 9-13, for example, 29 per cent of the total co-operative business was carried
on in Saskatcllellan, and 15 per ccnt in Ontario, and 15 per cent in Alberta,
while only . 1 per cent was e ;u•rieci on in the llaritiules . (Appendix A, Table
17 I and Figure 2) .

In ternis of dollar volume of business transacted, the marketing oporations
Of Call'i(han ag,ricultural co-operatives are much larger than the merchandising
operations. in 1 0•13, marketing operations accounted for 85 per cent of the
dollar volume of commercial business of Canadian co-operatives (excluding
fisl ►eries; . lIowover, the relative importance of marketing varied as between
provinces from •19 per cent of the total co-operativc business in Nova Scotia
to 93 per cent in 'Manitoba . (Appendix A, Table I) . The extent to which
co-operatives have been developed in the marketing of agricultural or other
primary products appears to be related to the degree to which the largo and
rigid freight, handling and other costs are interposed between the primary
producer ar,d the market for his products . When these costs are high, fluc-
tuations in prices in the final market cause larger percentage fluctuations in
the prices reccived by the primary producers . This is true of such commodi-
ties as grain, fish, fruits, butter, livestock, eggs and poultry . On the other
hand, the diflïculty of relating production to the requirements of local con-
yumcrs markets lias led to extensive co-operative organization in the assembling
and processing of fluid milk . Furthermore, thosc producers of primary
products whose income is most subject to fluctuation have shown the most
interest in the buying of farm and other industrial supplies on a co-operative
basis .

MARKETING OPERATIONS

This business extends beyond the narrow functions of assembly, purchase,
sale, storage, transportation and finance and includes processing and manufac .-
turing operations as well . Some of these latter operations are a necessary pal t
of marketing under existing laws and industrial structures ; others, while not
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necessary, ~!an be carried on conve n iently or etticiently in conjunction with
marketing functions in the more limited sense. ''hese o j►erations include
pasteuriz!ng milk, nulkin g of buttor, cheese, ice crenm an( powdered milk ;
canninK and preserving fruit, fish and vegetables ; storing, cleaning, drying
and milling grains, and even slaughterina ►u ►d packing livestock. Some
marketing associations have their own subsidiary printing and insurance com-
panies . In performing these marketing and manufacturing operations th e
co-operative associations, like their competitors, make use of the ordinary

agents of production : land, labour, capital equipment and managerial ability
in much the snme way its do their competitors . They also undertake risks
which may result successfully or unsuccessfully for themselves or their mem-
bers .

The direct competitors of the marketing associations are as diverse as the
associations themselves . In the field of grain and seed, the competitors
include incorporated elevator and milling companies and a variety of incorpo-

rated and ►mincorporated secd houses and local flour and feed mills . In the
field of dairy products Some of the direct competitors of co-operative associ-
ations are incorporated companies, some are partnerships and some are sole
proprietorship businesses . At least one competing business is for the time being
operated by it provincial government board . In the field of livestock mark-
eting a great variety of incorporated and unincorporated businesses compete
in some or all of the functions performed by co-operative associations . The
direct competitors of co-operatives include also some joint stock companies
whose practices resemble to a greater or lesser extent the practices of co-oper-
ativé associations but who ►u•c held not to fall w ithin the scope of section .1

( p) of the Income War 'l'ax Act .
In 1943-44, 35% of the co-operative marketing of f ;trm products in Canada

was done in Saskatcl ►ewan, 17 % in Alburta 14~ ;, in 'M anitoba, 11°
9

in Onta-
rio, 7% in Quebec, 6~/() in the "M aritinic,a and British Columbia taken together,

and 10 o consisted of interprovincial marketing . ( Appendix A, Figure 3) .

Grain and seed alone acco ►u ►ted for 4 5 .5 1 .j , of the agricultural products
marketed through co-operatives in 19 43 . The six items : grain and seed, live-
stock, dairy products, fruits and vegetables, tobacco and poultry products,
accounted for more than 98 per cent of the value of agricultural products
marketed by co-operative associations in that year . Wool, maple sugar, fur,
honey, alfalfa sced and other items were also handled in small amounts . In
addition, co-operatives handled fishery products .

The dollar volume of the busines s ►n farm products both of co-operative
associations and their direct competitors has increased considerably since 1933 .
A comparison of changes in the value of agricultural products marketed through
co-operative associations in Canada with changes in the total cash income deriv-
ed from the sale of farm products is to be found in Appendix A('l'able VIII
Figure 7) . It will be seen that the value of agricultural products markctecI
through co-operative associations in different years formed from 20% to 27~~,
of the total cash income from the sale of farm products . (Appendix A, Table

XXIII) . While this proportion has varicd from year to year, no marked
trend is apparent. Accordingly, we conclude that neither the associations

nor tû9 ir direct competitors have substantially increased their proportion of
the totai farm products marketed during this periai .

In some commodities and areas the business of the associations has es-

panded much more rapidly than that of their competitors . In other comn iod-

ities and areas, it has lagged behiud . If we exclude from consideration
co-operative marketings of grain and seed and also farm income derived from
the sale of grain and seed, it appears that the co-operative associations have
increased somewhat their proportion of the remaining marketing business .
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tAi ► pendix A, Table Xl, Figure 8) . In 1\ I 1UlitObli, and to it lesser degree in

OP.tario, Quebec and the Jl :u•itinles, the associations appear to have i ncreased

their proportion of total farm marketing ; in British Columbia, there is no notice-

able change in the proportion of total products marketed through the asso-

ciations, whib in Sasatc,he w►ul and Alberta, the expansion in total co-operative
marketing has lagged behind the expansion in cash farnl income. (Appendix A,

Tables VIII, XI and XIII) . I)urinK the war period, there are striking con-

trasts between difierent products when the rate of growth of co-operative

marketing is compared w ith the rate of increase in the corresponding cash farm

income . (Appendix A, Table X1V) .

By ► ld large it appears that co-operative associations have been able to
increase their relative share of the marketing business in more commodities
and in more areas than ha ve their competitors . In some l :elds and in some
areas, however, this increase in co-operati ve buinvss has been quite striking .

PUNCILA SINO AND FARM SUPPLY OI'EnATION S

Part of the business of co-oi crative associations in Canada consists of
acquiring and selling to their members (and sometimes to no7-nlenlbers) farm
and other industrial supplies as well as food and general nlerchandise . Some-
times these sales are made at, the retail, SOnletilries at the wholesale, level .
The associations purchase the larger part of these commodities through ordi-
nary business channels either directly or by means of their wholesale federations .
A smaller part is nlanufacturec ; by the wholesale federations or their susid(aries
or purchased from co-operatV e associations in other countries .

These operations are per lornled by a number of types of association .
Retail co-operati ve stores han ' lle food and general nlerchandise and some
farnl supplies . Some a ssociations are engaged in the p ►uchase and sale of
farnl supplies in bulk and at retail as their principal business . Others, whose
principal business is marketing, sell supplies as well .

Iu 1 9-13, feeds, fertilizers, and spray material, accotulted for 3 9 per cent of
the merchandise and supplies distribttted by these associations ; food products
for 23 pet cent ; petroleuul ► uld auto accessories for 17 per cent ; coal, wood,
and building materials for 7 per cent ; clothing, home furnishings, machinery
and other nlisccll+lneous items 1-1 per cent . (Appendix A, Figure 6) .

The merchandising and supply business of co-operatives is distributed
unevenly among different provinces and regions. In 1943, 22 per cent of this
business was (lone in Saskatchewan, 21 per cent in Quebec; 18 per cent in
Ontario ; 13 per cent in the Maritime Provinces, and the remainder in other parts
of Canada . ( Appendix A, Figure 5) .

Between 1933 and 1943, during the period of recovery from de pression
and during the war vears, the dollar volume of merchandise purchased by co-
operatives in Cana& increased about eightfold but this increase was not
distributed evenly among areas . The data by provinces are not completply
reliable but the increase appears to have been greatest in Quebec and least in
Ontario and British Columbia .

There are no exactly comparable data concerning the increase in similar
sales for Crtnndian business as a whole . The evidence available suggests
that co-operative merchandising as a whole has inereaséd nluch more rapidly
than either general retail sales or sales of country general stores ; whether it
has increased more rapidly than the sale of farm supplies as a whole is less clear
from tile evidence available . (Appendix A, Tables XXXIII, XXXIV, XXXV) .
In Saskatchewan, between 1930 and 1 043, the value of the sales of co-op ,arati %r e
associations increased from two per cent to six per cent of the sales value of all
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similar products and services sold in Saskatchewan. (Appendix A, Table
XXXVI). For Canada as a wholo the sales of co-operative retail stores taken
alone was 0 .6 per cent of total retail sales both in 1931 and in 194 1 .

The membership of the supply associations usually çonsists of farmers,
fishermen or other primary producers . The membership of the co-operative
stores is more varied . Typically when they are situated in small towns and
villages, their membership consists generally of persons resident i n the sur-
rounding rural areas but includes inhabitants of the towns and villages as well .
In sonie cases the members for the most part are minora and, in rare cases, the
membership is almost entirely urban .

The direct competitors of these associations include oil companies, both
retail and wholesale, elevator companies and coal and lumber dealers who are
usually incorporated, the agents of farm machinery companies, and retail
stores of various sorts . Some of these retail stores are incorporated, some are
not. In 1941, for example, 4 6 per cent of the retail store business in Canada
was done by individual proprietors, 41 per cent by corporations, nine per cent
by partnerships, and the remaining four per cent by liquor and other stores .
(Appendix A, Table XXXII) .

FISHERIE S

We have not atte mpted to conduct a thorough survey of the comparative
development of co-operative associations handling fish and fshermen's supplies .
It is possible, nevertheless, to give An indication of recent trends in co-operative
activity in this field . As a result of special inquiries into the depressed condi-
tion of the fishing indus`.ry government assistance, both Dominion and Pro-
vincial, has bee n granted 'c , r tlie purpose of assisting co-operative development
among fishermen . The organization of co-operative associations in the fishic~g
industry began in Prince Edward Island in 1924 ; there was no further develop-
ment until 1930, when other similar grou ps were set up in the other Maritime
Provinces . In 1933, the Prince Rupert Co-operative Fishermen's Association
was established in British Columbia . In 1939, two other major organizations
came into existence, the United Maritime ni'shermen and the United F ishermen
of Quebec . In 1945, this latter association had 29 affiliated locals representing
80 per cent of Gasp6 fishermen . Finally, mention should be made of a co-
operativ n. fresh water fishery set up recently in Alberta .

In 1941, the 77 associations in operation did it total business of $2,640,000 .
Their estimated membership was 4500 . In 1942, there were 65 associations
consisting of 4,826 members doing a business of g2, 628,000. In 1943, there
was a considerablo increase in business . . Sixty-eight associations with 7193
members reported a total business of $5,055,000 . It may be noted that while
the business of the 60 fishery associations reporting in 1942 was $2,028,000 ., the
total value of fishery products in Canada in that year was $75,117,000.

No statistics as to the numbers of co-o perative associations incorporated
annually or dissolved annually are available for Canada as a whole . However,
a study of this subject in the province of Saskatchewan for the twenty-fivo
year period 1914 to 1938 iddicates that of 10 91 co-operative associations incor-
porated in the province during this period, 531 had been dissolved by the end of
1938 . Of those dissolved, 23 per cent were never active commercially to an y
considerable extent . Of the remaining 408 active associations dissolved,
188 had a membership of less than 30 and an average existence of 4 .4 years ; 121
with a membership of 30 to 59 had an average existence of 5 .7 years, and 99
associations with a membership of 00 or over had an average period of survival
of 0 .8 years .
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SECTION 1 1

ORl7A\IZA'rIO\ AND OI'F.1tATIO\ OF CA\AI1IA\ CO-OPEIIATIVE ASSOCIATIONS

The structural organization of co-operative associations is very varied .
In the first place, there are many snlnll unincorpornted associations consisting
usually of a small group of indiVitlunls in ona locality . Many incorporated
associations also have only a slunll local membership ; others, with a large or
scattered membership, divide their members into geographical districts each
with its own local unincorpornted unit . These small "locals" elect delegates
to attend the annual or special meeting of the association . In other cases, the
association divides its membership according to the product shipped . Sonie-
titnes a number of incorporated local associations establish a federation . In
this case, both the federation and the local associations are incorpornted bodies .
The locals own the federation and elect delegates to the meeting which appoints
the Board of 1)irectors of the federntion . In rare instances, however, the
federation itself is not an incorpornted body, although its members are incor-
porated associations . In some cases too, the federation includes in its nlember-
ship not only local incarpornted associations but also individunls . Such
federations may act its central marketing, processing, or mnnufacturing organi-
zations, or as wholesale purchasing and manufacturing bodies for their meui-
bers . In addition, some federations perform other services for the member
associations advising them with respect to accounts and financial practices, or
actually keeping their accounts . Some federations even make payments to
the individual members of the "locals" on behalf of the local organization .
In some cases, an association, whether it federation or comprised of individual
members, owns and controls one or more incorporated subsidiaries which, at
tiules, carry on the main business of the parent body . Feclerntions have
likewise been known to engage in activities more or less supplementary to the
main business of the association . While we have found no subsidiary whose
sole activity is the financing of the parent organization, it is nevertheless true
that some of these subsidiaries do obtain bank loans which assist in carrying
on the combined operations of the parent and of the subsidiary and some fed-
erations sell on credit to their member associations. Both the federated type
and the individual-membership type may, in turn, form provincial or dolninion-
wide fcderz<tions . Associations, or federations of nssocintion3, may also become
Inembers of international co-operative federations or of co-operative federations
with üead office in some other country .

linny of these associations and federations are members of some provin-
cial co-operative union or of the Co-operative Union of Canada . The Provin-
cial and Dominion co-operative unions, whether incorporated or mot, engage
primarily in research and propaganda activities . They are not commercial
or trading organizations and, typically, have no taxable income .

VARIETY AND UNIFORMIT Y

The development of the co-operative movement has been characterized
by a great deal of experimentation. As a result., co-operative associations
do not conforma to any uniform standard either in their methods of operation
or in their forms of ortianizntion . Their diversity in these respects has been
increased by it number of other important factors . I)ifferent fields of business
and different geographic areas have presented different problems . 'Methods
of financing vary from area to area :md from industry to intiustry . Contracts
ivitlt niewbers and membership qualifications are by no menns uniform . Some
of the associations are incorporated under the various co-operative statutes,
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and some under special Acts, cither of the provinces or of the Dominion .
Others have been granted their charters under the Dominion Companies Act

or one of the corresponding provincial Acts . A few have not sought incorpora-
tion.

From 1006 to 1 9 11, attempts were ►na ► le to bring about the enactment
of Dominion co-operative legislation but these efforts were defeated . Two
Acts were passed by Parliament in 1939 to assist in the co-operative ►narketing
of wheat and other agricultural products but, up to this time, there is no titiccial
Dominion statute under which co-operative associations may be incorporated .

Many witnesses contended that the lack of uniformity in co-operative organiza-
tion and practice was attributable in part to the absence of Dominion legisla-
tion on this subject . W hile we feel that suggestions of this nature do not call
for recommendation on our part, we are 1'et constrained to report that there
is a widespread desire that a co-operative Act be placed on the statute books of

the Dominion .
Every province in Canada has on its statute books legislation providing

for the formation of co-operative associations ; Alberta and Saskatchewan

each have two general Acts ; Quebec has three . Although some general prin-

ciples are common to all these provincial statutes, their provisions vary greatly
in detail, and have been subjected to amendments from time to time . In

addition to the general co-operative statutes, special private Acts have been

enacted relating to the organization of such of the larger associations as found
that ex isting legislation was not adequate. Since these statutes cannot be
adequately summarized, they should be consulted when accurate and detailed
information is required .

Not only do co-operative forms of organization and operation vary but
there is no generally accepted terminology to describe the details of their
organization and their practices . Some co-operative terms have been sug-
gested by the general philosophy of the movement ; othere have been borrowed

appropriately, or inappropriately, from ordinary company and business usage .

Accordingly, things called by the same name in two different associations may

in fact and in law be different . Conversely, things called by different names

may be the saule . E'ven the provincial statutes frequently use different terms

for the same thing and impose their dissimilar terminologies on the associations
within their respective jurisdictions . 1loreover, co-operative practice and
terminology are both changing continually . \luch of the confusion of thought
apparent 111 the discussion of the subject may be traced to this unfortunate
looseness of terminology .

Such uniformity as exists in the nlidst of this great variety of detail arises

from the fact that co-operators have attempted to apply to a variety of problems

a few general principles . While these ~rinc ►ples are neither precise nor rigorous,

they are sufiiciently définite to have ~eft their mark on co-operative practice

and statutes . Lach member or each delegate is given only one vote no matter
how many shares he may own. In order to insure customer control, the asso-
ciation typically attempts to assure that investors by way of shares or reserves
are also customers . A variety of methods have been adopted in an attempt

to make the member's interest as investor correspond at least roughly with his

interest as customer . The associations accordingly have the power to pur-

chase their own shares and to control the transfer of these shares . The rate of

"dividend" or "interest" is limited by statute . Products are bought and sold,
or accepted on consignment, at prices subject to a final adjustment at the
end of the accounting period . Capital is ordinarily raised by small instalments

either in cash or by deductions from the selling price of products or by the appli-
cation of price adjustments to the capital account of the individual member .

These similarities make it possible to describe in a general way, subject to
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qualifications as to detail, how Canadian co-operative associations are or-
ganized . Sometimcs the typicll provisions occur in the statutes, sometimes
in the charter, and sometimes in the bylaws of the association . 'Many of the
co-operative statutes prOscribe it set of standard bylaws but these bylaws
may be changed subject, to the approval of the official charged with adminis-
tering the co-operative Act . Supplementary bylaws are adopted by the various
associations .

OnOANIZATIO\ or CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION S

granted eitl)er by Letters Patent or registration . Gen-Incorporation 4
erally, Articles ~~f?~IncorportUion must be filed with the Registrar of joint
stock compani", the Inspector of Co-operatives, the Provincial Secretary, or
sonic other Provincial Government official . The use of the word "co-opera-
tive" as part of the registered name of an association or company is restricted
in six of the provinces to associations which qualify under their Acts . In three
provinces, it is not restricted ,

' In their enabling documents of incorporation, the co-operative associations
are usually grantcd wide powers of marketing, processing, and manufacturing
the products in which they deal . In addition, many are empowered to carry
on other activities more or less closely associated witlt .their main business. In
many cases, these po«•ers are very wide, though in Quebec they appear to be
more narrowly restricted to the marketing of products and the purchase of
supplies . With very few exceptions, however, the objectives of the association
are quite similar'to those of any other kind of enterprise . Some co-operatives,
especially wholesale federations, are permitted to carry on operations as man-
ufacturers, mincrs, lumbermen, refiners, stonemasons, transporters, importers
and exporters in goods, wares and products of any kind and description . With
few restrictions they are authorized to borrow money, to mortgage their prop-
erty, to invest• fulids, to acquire shares in other companies and, in general,
to exercise any ancillary powers necessary to attain their objectives . 'l'hoy
are also empowered to create central agencies, federations and subsidiary com-
panics . Usually it is provided either in the statutes, charters, or bylaws, as the
case may be, that the business is to be carried On by the association at cost and
without profit to itself, or for the sole benefit of the members .

CAPITAL STRUCTUR E

The enabling statutes provide for the formation of co-operative associa-
tions with shlire capital or financed by "loan units" or n)embership fees . All
provinces provide for the formation of associations with share capital . Quebec
authorizes the issue of both preferred and common shares. In most provinces,
a limit is set to the ntunber of shares that may be held by one individual, either
by statute as in Quebec under the Co-operative Agricultural Associations .1ot,
or by the bylaws or letters patent of the individual association . In some
provinces, this limit is im )osec~ by the provision that not;niore than 10% of the
shares issued may be held by one member . An applicant for metnbetship in a
share capital association is required to apply for it minimum number of shares,
sometimes one and sometimes more than one, in accordance with the bylaws
of the association . In most cases the txa n$jaof shares is restricted by statute or
bylaws and is subject to the approval of the directors of the association . In
most provinces, the amount of stock authorized is not limited by the charter of
the association . The associations are permitted to repurchase their own shares,
usually at par if the capital of the association has not been impaired, otherwise
at some appropriate fraction of the par value. In all provinces, the rate of
"interest" or dividend on capital st ock is limited . Although payments in
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proportion to share capital are usually referred to as "interest", such "inter-
est" usually payable, up to the limit imposed by the statute or bylaws, only
at such rates as the association may decide . The statutes of some provinces
permit payment of rates up to 8%, but the usual rate does not exceed 6% .

The limitation of the shareholdings of the individual member, the control
of transfer of shares, the authority to issue an unlimited amount of share capital
and to repurchase the shares of the association enable the co-operative asso-
ciations to correlate, to some degree at least, the amount of investment by the
individual member with his importance as a customcr . If a member dies or
leaves a community or withdraws from the occupation from which the asso-

ciation obtains its members, provision is usually made to purchase his shares :
Shares are issued to new members who are actual or potential customers of the
association . If this process were discontinued, then, in the course of time, a
situation would arise in which many members of the association would cease to
be customers . Older farmers' companies that were unable to secure the ri ght

of unlimited issue and repurchase of shares, under the legislation available

when they were organized, now frequently find themselves in this situation .

In Ontario, llanitob.a, Saskatche wan and Alberta, marketing and purchns-

ing associations may be formed w ithout share capital. Such associations
usually require the prospective member to pay a small membership fee . In

such cases, the statutes or the charter or byla ws of the association usually pro-
vide that the members shall have equal rights in the association . While it is
convenient to distinguish be'rween a membership fee and subscription for one
share of capital sto .^,k with very small par value, the difference between these

two methods of finnncing, ,:or many purposes, is not eonsiderable . In Ontario

the capital of co-operative companies without sliare capital may be either or
both in the form of loan units or promissory notes of the members payable on

demand. In those provinces which permit it, the current . trend seems to be

toward the formation of associations w ithout share capital .

àiEMllEI{SIIIP QUALIF It'ATION 3

From what we have said so far, it will be apparent that now members

are admitted to membership in co-oporative associatio n- ; by a number of differ-

ent methods . In the share capital t~pe of association, the member is usuall y

required to subscribe for one or more s~Iares and may be required to make a cash

payment . The remainder of the par value of his qualifying shares may be
obtained from "patronage dividends" allotted to him by the association or
from deductions of the proceeds of the sale of his pYoducts . When an asso-

ciation has Ao share capital, it usually exacts it small membership fee. This

fee may be pa id in cash or may be credited to the customer from "patronage
dividends" declared by the association or deducted from the proceeds of the
sale of his produce . This type of association sometimes provides for "asso-

ciate members" or "patrons" as well as full members . "Patronage dividends"

are typically allotted to the associate members or patrons but these are not
entitled to vote at mcetiligs of the association . When "patronage dividends"

or deductionr, to a sp ( scified minimum amount have been credited to the patron
or associate member, he may become a full member sometimes by signing an
application form, sometimes simply by accepting notification that he is entitled

to become it member. Some nssociations distinguish bet ween shippers who
have signed a contract to market the whole of their product through the asso-
ciation and others who have not so signed .
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CONTROI.

Generally, (as already pointed out), each member of the association has
only one vote at the meetings of the association . In seven of the nine prov-
inces voting by proxy is not permitted . In some cases, the association div ides
its membership into smaller unincorporated local groups arranged upon a
regional basis. Each of the groups then elects one or more delegates to attend
and vote at the meetings of the association. Similarly, delegates are elected
by member associations to attend the meetings of federations . The number
ot delegates from each local association may depend on the relative size of its
membership or the relative volume of business transacted by the local with the
federation .

'lhe directors of the association, elected at the general meeting, are given
w idci po wers of direction and supervision over management, N one the less,
their decision as to the distribution of the annual surplus of the association is
subject to the ternis of the statutes and byla ws and where these leave some dis-
cretion, the actions of the directors are subject to the approval of the general
meeting . 'l'lle general meeting also enacts the bylaws, elects officers and
appoints auditors .

M arketing associations carry on their business operations in a variety of
different ways and, for our purposes, we may distinguish between those asso-
ciations which purport to act as agents for their nlembers- the so-called "agency
type" of association-and other associations which purchase the products from
the members and do not purport to act strictly as their agent . Usually, though
not always, the "nt;ency type" associations receive the products of their mem-
bers ou consignment .

MARKETING ASSOCIATIONS 'I'IIAT ItECEIVE I'RODUC'I't3 ON CONSIGNMEN T

Sonie associations receive products as agents or on consignment from their
members and sometimes from non-nlenlbers as well . The terms on which
they receive the product may be expressly stated in a written contract with
the individual menuher, or set forth more or less explicitly in the bylaws of the
association . In soule cases these contracts require the shipper to deliver the
whole or some substantial part of his product to the association ; in other cases,
the shipper is not so bound . Usually, the association agrees to act as agent,
or agent and factor of the member, to handle, store and sometimes process tlle
commodity ; to dispose of it to the best advantage according to the judgment
of the ollicers of the association and to account to the member for the proceeds
on the basis of quantity and quality . llany members, in other words,
deliver their products of varying quantity and quality to a common agent,
each under a like but separate contract express or implied . Often one of the
ternis of each contract is that other members will deliver their products under
a like contract . The association is usually empowered to pool the products
of the shippers thereby reducing handling costs . In some cases, non-nlembers
receive the same financial returns as nlenlbers . In other cases, they receive
snlaller returns . The products'of members and non-tuembcrs being pooled
are often proc essed or manufactured . The raw, processed, or manufactured
product is then sold . This marketing and processing requires the use of equip-
ment, laboln• and nlana genlent, and the marketing and processing tends to
add value to the finished prudu e t .

. I)iffercut associations follow varying methods in paying their shippers .
Some make no cash payaient i t all when the shipments are received . Others
make a payment w hich is con9idrratdy less than the market price, and still
others nlake a paynlcnt w hich is as n varly as practicable the full price that the
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product is expected to bring, less cost of handling and processing . In some
cases, the initial payment, if any, is followed by it final payment, or one or
more interim payments as well as a final payment .

In some cases the association is empowered to make deductions up to
a stipulated percentage of gross sales, or up to a specified number of cents per
unit of product handled, for the purchase of land, buildings and equipment,
and is required to issue to the member, in return, evidence of equity in, or

claims against the association equal in face value to the amount so deducted .

Sometimes, also, it is permitted to make similar deductions for working capi-
tal . It is also Riven the right to deduct specified amounts to cover operating
costs, expenses and losses reduced by revenue from sundry sources . It is

required to account to the members for the excess of the amounts so deducted
over the costs actually incurred . This it may do by apportioning this excess

among the members and either paying the amounts allotted in cash or deferring
iiayment and crediting the members with the amounts in question, or paying
some part of the allotments and deferring the remainder . In some cases, part
of the excess deductions, subject to approval of the general meeting of the asso-
ciation, is retained by the association without being apportioned to the mem-
bers . In still other cases, it is simply carried forward to the next accounting
period and forms part of the proceeds to be distributed to members in that
period .

The payments and allotments niade by the association to its shippers
accordingly may besummarized as follows:-

(a) Initial payment, if any, made when the product is received by the

association .

(b) Interim payments, if any .
(c) Amounts pa 'd to members after the product has been sold and the

operating expenses of the period determined .
(d) Similar amounts apportioned to members but. withheld. A part of

difference between deductions for operating costs and losses may be
w ithheld and not apportioned to the members .

(e) Deductions for permanent investment in return for which the mem-
ber receives share certificates or certificates of indebtedness where

shares are not used .

OTIIhn MARKETING AS SOCIATION S

Instead of acce p ing products on consignment, other marketing aesocia-
tions purchase products from members and often non-members and resell
them sometimes after, sometimes withoutl auLstantial processing : Often
these non-agency associations do not enter into written contracts with each
member lut the bylaws of the associations, the statutes under which they come
into existence and perhaps their customar y practices serve to prescribe, at
least, within rough limits, their methods of doing business and their obliga-
tions to members. When the association buys tho product of a member, it
may make an initial payment to him in cash corresponding closely to the cur-
rent price of the product . At the end of its fiscal period, the association com-
putes the amowlt realized from the sale of the product . The total so arrived
at is the gross income of the association . From this gross income the associa-
tion then deducts amounts already paid to me mbers and its operating expenses,
reduced by sundry income. What remains constitutes the annual surplus .

The directors of the association, subject to the provisions of the relevant stat-
utes and bylaws, make certain deductions front this surplus and apportion the
reniaincier .
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In some provinces the marketing associations are orgonized under the
saine Act and are required to deal with the surplus in the sanie way as do the
purchasing associations. In other provinces, marketing associations are
organized under separate legislation . In the latter provinces, the associations
retain, unallocated, a portion of the surplus stipulated by contract or bylaw,
or decided upon by the directors sttbject to the approval of the general meeting
of the association .

From the remaining surplus, those associations, which are empowered
to pay interest on share capital or other amount standing at the credit of the
members, deduct the amount permitted or required for this purpose by the
contracts or bylaws of the association .

The bylaws may permit the association to deduct also an "educational"
reserve . The remainder is apportioned among the members in proportion to
patronage. The amounts thus apportioned may be paid to the patrons in
cash but the bylaws may provide for the deferment of it portion of these pat-
ronage allotments . In the case of share capital, marketing associations'
patronage payments may be applied against the balance owing by the member
on share subscriptions .

OPEItATIOVS - PÿRC1iASF7 AND SUPPLY ASS O CIATION S

The purchase and supply associations ptu•chase supplies for resale to their
,nustomers and collect from them therefor certain sttms . From the proceeds
of ~ale they deduct their ordinary expenses, reduced by sundry income . The
difference constitutes the surplus for the year's operations .

Co-operative legislation which provides for the organization of ptlrchasing
associations, or of both purchasing and marketing associations, usually requires
or permits the associations to m,ike certain deductions from the annual surplus
before arriving at the amount available for allocation to members : (a) stat-
utory reserves; (G) educational reserves ; (c) interest on share capital or on al-
locatcd resCrve~. '

(a) Statutory Reserve s

The statutes of most of the provinces require the associations to set aside
as a statutory reserve at least 5 1.`/0 or 10' /0 of the surplus . In these provinces
the associations may, and usually do, provide for reserves larger than the
statute requires . In Ontario, however, the statute imposes an upper limit
of 20c/,~ of the annual surplus . The members have no right to participate in
or exact payment of these reserves unless the association is wound up .

(b) I:ducational Rcscrvcs
- In many of the provinces, the associations are permitted,to set aside each

year a certain percentage, usually not in excess of 5%, to be used for member-
ship activities or to attract new members .

(e) Intere s t on Share Capital or Allocated Reserves

In some cases the contracts or bylaws stipulate that interest shall be paid
at it fixed rate whether earr► ecl or not . More frequently, however, the bylaws
provide that intere s t .,;hall be p ; ;itl at the stipulated rate only if eqrned . In
still other cases they provide that it may be paid, if earned, up to the maximum
rate permitted by the bylaws or the statute .

11'hcn these tleductions'havc been made from the annual surplus of the
association th e statutes usually provide that the remainder 5hall be apportioned
to members or customers in proportion to the volume of business they have
done with the association . Some associations allot "patrona ge dividends" to
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members and non-members alike ; others pay or allot smaller "patronage
dividends" to non-members ; still others do not allot "patronage dividends"
to non-ulembers at, all . Powers granted to the associations in this respect
differ as between different provinces . Associations are usually empowered to
pass a bylaw deferring payment of it portion of the amounts so allotted to be
used for the purposes of the association .

In most cases the bylaws of the associations stipulate that patronage divi-
clends payable to the shnreholder shall be applied to the unpaid balance of the
shares for which any member has subscribed as a condition of membership .
An individunl member may, of cours,~, subscribe for additional shares and dircct•
the association to apply patronage dividends payable to him to the unpaid
balance of his share subscription . Some associations, which undertake market-
ing and purchasing activities are empowered to make syytamntic deductions
to pay up his share subscriptions in it specified number of years . In such cases
patronage dividends need not be applied to unpaid share subscriptions .

CO-OPERATII'E FINANC1Nll

In summary, different types of association, secure funds for in ,• ► ~.tUrnent

' in it great variety of different ways .
The contracts or bylaws of it marketing association which receives product s

on consignment may provide for deductions for capital purposes and operating

expenses . In return for the deductions for capital purposes the association

may issue share certificates, where shnres are used, or certificates of indebtedness

where shares are not used . On the basis of the authority to make these dedue-

tions, the directors may borro w from the banks or the public . Part of the

difference between the deductions for operating expenses and the expenses

actualll' incurred may also be re tnined and used for the purposes .if the asso-

clatloll .
In the ease of a marketing association which pw•cl ► uses products front the

producers, the bylaws may provide that each member must, subscribe for a

minimum amount of share capital payable in cash or by instalments . Where

no share cnpital is issued, membership fees may be paid in cash or by inst ahnents .

Payment for the products is made, usually at current market prices, and w hen
the produce is resold, part of the surplus, after payinR operating expenses, may

be retained being apportioned among the melubers ; part may be apportioned

and retained ; part may be rettn•ned to the members or applied agnillyt share

or membership subccrip t iony .

In a share-capital purchasing association, each member is required to

subscrib e for n]nininnlm number of shares payable in cash, or partly in cash
and partly on call, or if not sooner pnid, out of "patronage dividends" declare d

the association . Some associations require their members to deposit

an units" for the duration of their membership. These may also be paid

from patronage returns if not sooner paid in cash . Associations whi C~ h finance

without share capital, or which require only it small qualifying sul~scription

for shares, may finance largely by Illcans of deferring paynlent of patronage

allotments . Any of these types of associntion. may be financed partly b N

withholding a part of the surplus without allocating it to members . Any type

may borrow from its members or from the public on individual loan contracts .

These loans may be advanced in cash, or the association may he empowered to

withhold patronnge payments as a loan front the member .

The relative importance of share ca p ital contributions, capital deduction s ,

deferred dividends and - unallocated surplus varies greatly from one association

to another . In a sample of 40 purchasing associat ions, in Saskatchewan during
the eifiht• years 103 6 to 1 943, thirty per cent of the incltèn se in members' equit ~

t
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was accounted for by share capital subscriptions and allocated reserves repre-
sentinK withheld patronage dividends . The remaincler was represented by
earnings withheld and not allocated . In a sample of 50 associations in the
province of Quebec during the same periocl, .4G%a of the increase in members'
equity was represented by share capital and allocated reserves, and 54% by
nnalocated surplus and reserves (Appendix C) .

In all_cases, associations are faced with the problem of keeping the invest-
r. ;^nts of their individual members at least.roughly proportional to their patron-
age. Accordingly, provision must be made froul the resources of the asso-
ciation to purchase the shares of retiring Inenlbe ► s or to pay to mcuibers the
"patronage dividends" or cleclucticti7s held back in former years . As far as
their financial position permits, and in order to maintain in active member-
ship, associations attelupt, to purchase the shares and other claims of members
who die, or wish to withdraw from the association . Usttally, in Canada, how-
ever, so long as an individual remains a member of the association, lie is not
encourageci to withdraw his capital from the association . -Some associations,
however, have adopted a systematic method of retiring shares, deductions or
withheld "patronage diviclencls" . In these cases, funcls secured from current
cledttctions, or retained "patronage dividends", or current payments on shares,
or other sources, are used to retire decluetions made or clividends withheld in
fe iner years . The earliest contributions are usually retired first . This system
of retention and payment is repeated as the years go by and the deductions or
retainecl "patronage-tliviciends" are termed a "revolving fund" . The dedùc-
tions and 'retained '( ronagé dividends" may be held for varying periods .
1)uring this perioc th y~ rm part of the invested capital of the association .
In addition to finan iI# Ik~ay to day operations, these funds may be invested in
plant- and facilities ~.In_Government_bonds .oi other securities, income from
which goes to increase the revenues of the association . Sometimes the amounts
credited to member~ in-the revolving fund bear interest and soinet .imes not .
Sometimes the length of the period of retention is stipulated in the bylaws,
5ometimes it is left to the discretion of the directors of the association . The
members' rights to these revolving funds are sometimes evidenced simply by
entries on the books of the association, sometimes by entries in pass books,
and sometimes by shares or certificates of various descriptions .

E XPULSIO N

The statutes, bylaws or contracts usually provide that it member may be
expelled from an association for conduct detrimental to the welfare of the asso-
ciation . If such expulsion is decided upon by the Board of Directors, commonly,
it must be confirmed by the general meeting of the association . On expulsion,
the directors may pay the member the par value of his shares and the amount
allocated to him on the books of the association, either in cash or in instalment .
No case has been called to our attention in which a member, on withdrawiny
from the association, was denied the payment of his equity therein .

GOVt;RN M ENT_ ASSISTANCE TO .-CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION S

From time to time co-operative assaciations ha e received assistancé'from
the Dominion Government and the governme ts of some of the provinces .
All provinces have enacted co-operative legislatio and many of them provide
special services for administering this legislation and advising, organizing, and
regulating-co=operative associations : -C)ther-assistâncé haS tRkën tlïis fôrm of
loans and grants for organization and operating purposes . Financial assis-
tance of this kind has been particularly common in the Western provinces and
in Quebec but other provinces have likewisç, from time to time, afforded finan-
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cial assistance to co-operative associations . In addition, some provincial
departments actually undertake marketing activities exhibiting some co-opera-
tive features . This work is discontinued as soon as the farmers organize to
take over the marketing of the products in question . On a number of occa-
sions, the Dominion Government has encouraged or assisted co-operative or-
ganizations. In the past., six of the nine jrovinces exempted co-operative
associations front the payment of income tax. Another province, which
levied no income tax, exempted them front its tax on corporations .

PRESENT TAX POSITION OF CO-OPFJRATIVE ASSOCIATIONS AND THEIR DIRECT

COMPETITOR S

At present co-operative associations regarded as falling within the pur-
view of section 4 (p) of the Income War Tax Act are not liable to corporate
income or Excess Profits tax . As we have seen, thcir competitors consist of
public and closely held companies, partnerships, sole proprietorship busincs-
ses, non-exempt co-operative companies and even Government• enterprises .
The incorporated competitors are subject tlnder the Income War Tax and
Excess Profits Tax Act.: to a tax of 40% (30% in the case of small companies)
on income up to 11 6%% of their standni•d profits and a tax of 1 00% (less a
20% post war refund) on income in excess thereof . Unincorporated business
competitors of the co-operative associations are not subject to tas as business
entities under the Income War Tax Act but their owners are subject to income
tax on their business and personal incomes . Under the I~.xcess Profits Tax
Act iinincorporated businesses are subject to a tax of 15 per cent . of their total
profits or, alternatively, the whole of their excess profits, whichever tax is
the larger: - Some of -the direct competitors of the co-operative associations
are non-exempt companïes which carry on trade in ways which are, in many
respects, analogous to the business methodg of the exempt companies . These
companies would be entitled to deduct payments in proportion to patronage
where the terms on which they have sold or obtained a product involve a cou-
tractual obligation to make the payment, and it is nOt purely voluntary . These
contractual payments are deductible whether paid in cash or credited to the
accounts of the produccrs or customers as an irrevocable obligation .

SECTION II I

ARGUMENTS RELATING TO THE TAXATION OF CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION S

In the course of our hearings a great many arguments and considerations
were urged upoil its . It. is fitting th;It these should be now discussed .

PUBLIC INTEREST

The representatives of co-operative associations advanced two main
grounds upon which they sought to be freed from tax . They urged, in the

°first place, thattheir associations pel , ormed certain publicservices for peopl e
in receipt of lôw ineomes which ordinary companies did not attempt, or at
least not to the same extent, from which prènlise flows the plea that, in the
public interest they should be specially favoured . Secondly, it was alleged
that they were not profit making institutions by intention or practice ; that.

-theii•--object was to performservices for_tlleir_Inenibers_at_cost, ..giving .rise_to
the argument that, in fact, they did not derive profits from their members .
Many recognized, however, that some profits might arise and accrue to the
members through the association from non -member business or deriving from
investments .



The Commission is in no doubt that the co-opcrative associations can and
do perform services which are valuable not only to their members but redound
to the advantage of the community in general . In many fields their methods
of organization and operation enable them to meet special economic needs more
effectively than these can he_ met by ordinary _ trading companies . On -the
other hand, the fôrms of organization and operatiôn of the latter enable them
to p Grform ôther public services and other functions more efficaciously than
cau t ie-co-operative associations .

In particular, the co-operative form of organization, especially in rural
areas, affords an opportunity to individual members of outstanding capacity
to obtain an experience in management, administration and leadership which,
in the ordinary course of events, they could not obtain in an y other way. 'l'he
development of these me n through training is not only val uable to the asso-ciations themselves but is of advantage to the country as a whole . Similarly,
however, the ordinary companies and businesses provide a like opportunity
for their employees of promising ability to become proficient in business byassuming and discharging the responsibilities of important administrative
positions .

This point is very closely akin to another. In the modern world of largeenterprises, especially when times are difficult, some' individunls with low in-
comes arclikelytofecl thr,t they arebeingtaken advantage of and arepowerless
to resist such exploitation. The establishment of a co-operative associationmay as .ist in meeting 'lie needs of such members and in bringing relief to this
feeling of frustration by providing an outlet to normal creative activity. The
value of such an objective for individual ambition, not only to the member
himself but to the community generally, need hardly be stressed . Althoughthe associations render important social services by providing a vehicle where-
by individuals in low income groups may help themselves, it is none the less
true that they themselves are dependent on Government services and facili-ties finanbed by taxes levied upon those who possess the ability to pay ,In the special field of marketing the prbducts of the farm and fisheries,the members are perhaps better placed to judge the tastes of the market and
adjust their products accordingly if they have their own representative in the
market and are assured that the tastes of the consumers w ill be re flected backto them directly in appropriate iiiice differentials according to grade and quality .In the same way, of course, non-cooperative companies handling manufactures
or primary products are usually in a better position if they have their own
representatives in their more important markets .

Again co-opera'rve associations appear to have developed most rapidlyin fields ü•liere there are wide and rat her tigid_ltrice_marginsassociated--withgovernt»ent control or cüstoni, ôr whoie at multiplicity of outlets make for
high costs of distribution and marketing z exan i Aç,in Western Canadawhere-th~c ;hoie ôrgnniza ioi mnr •et il. nd distribution was originallyplanned to serve it larger population than has actually developed . If co-opera-tive associations can help to prevent the development of unreasonably wide
margins and unnecessary duplication of facilities, they will be performing a
public service which governments can accomplish only with difficulty . How-
ever, alert and efficient non-cooperative trading enterprises perform similar
services not only in areas where the associations are now engaged, but inmany other commercial and industrial fields .

Some repre5entatives of- the-co-operative associations argued, and it wasiepënted on may occasions, that the methods of co-operation resting, as they
say, upon the self help niotif, appealed to and developed a higher set of princi-
ples than the individual and purely sel fish pursuit of gain . If it be necessaryfor us to express all opinion in this some what abstract and idealistic field, it is
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this : in their actions human beings are actuated by a wide variety of motives
and in varying proportions . The more 'varied the forms of organization open
to them in earning their livings, the more probable it is t11at each will be able
to find a satisfying and useful niche within the general economic framework.
Trial and error alone can determine in what fields ordinary companies and in
what fields co-operative associations can most usefully make their own peculiar
contributions to our economy.

It was pointed out that the members of most co-operative associations are
farmers, fishermen and other primary producers . Producers of primary products
and business ventures engaged in marketing their goods are subject to extreme
fluctuations in income . The Income and Excess Profits Taxes in the past may
have burdened them unduly when applied in years of high income without due
allowance for years in which losses occurred . It is true, also, that, both the co-
operative associations and their private competitors in these fields are subject
to the same wide fluctuations in income. Recent amendments to the legis--
latior. afford a considerable measure of relief .

On this first head of argument, therefore, considérations of . public interest
do not lead us to the conclusion that co-operative associations should. be given a
blal .ket'exemption from income tax while their competitors are sub'e u ~ed to the
full t,~trden of the current heavy rates . The considerations referred to do
suggest, however, that where there is doubt as to what the incol,tle of an organ-
ization,really is, the relative strength of co-operative associations and their
competitors should be carefully considered to make certain that the solution
finally adopted will not ruin one or the other, or unduly constrict their relative
growth and development .

The granting of fiscal advantages is not usually a good method of giving
special encouragement or assistane. x in the field of economic venture. Exemp-
tions granted to one segment of the commercial community can scarcely benefit
the public as a whole. Welcome though th oy i.1ay be to those who receive
them, the burden from which some are reli ,-,ved falig with proportionately in-
crcased weight on the rest of the economy . The cost vf granting the exemption
is usually not known. Accordingly, it is difficult to know whether or not the
results are worth the cost . The a .d.vantages of an y general exemption accrue to
those who need it and to tltose'who do not . In this particular case the advan-
tages are likely to accrue in larger proportion to those associations whose income
is large and wllose need is less, whi ~ e those associations who have no net income
are receiving no advantage from Cie exemption .

THE ASSOCIATIONS AND THEIR MEMBERS RECEIVE INCOM E

The position of co-operative associations in relation to income tax arises
in two ways : (1) from the .statutory exemption which at present applies to
some of them and (2) from the alleged statement of fact and law that they earn
no income. The second main contention of co-operative witnesses and counsel,
accordingly, is that co-operative associations are non-profit organizations .
This statement connotes a number of different but related ineanings . Some-
times it means that the associations do not distribute the net 3urphts arising
from the co-op ;:cative business in proportion to investment, except for a .limited
rate of "interest" . At other times it means that the associations try to arrange
their affairs to insure that there will be no conflict of 'interest between the mem-
bers as customers and the association as buyer or seller . Again, it may mean
that the association is financed in such a way that the interest of each member
as owner and investor is at least roughly proportional to his interest as a cus-
tomer. Finnlly, it may give the idea that the associations try to "operate at
cost", that is to say, they endeavour to return to their member customers th e

©
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whole of their receipts except for necessary expenses . Compendiously it
means that co-operators try to do all these things . The mere statement of
this non-profit purpose in their charters or bylaws is not, conclusive to a finding
that co•operativeassociations do not in fact and practice earn an income which
might, in all fairnes,, be assessed to income tax . The circumstance that they
may order their affairs in such it way as to avoid friction between buyer and
seller, Or so that the investmc:nts of the members are roughly proportional
to theii patronage, is not relevant in determinint ; whether they carn a taxable
incomc .

It, was urged upon its that co-operative associations, even though they
possess the advantages of limited liability, were nevertheless not legal entities,
separate and apart front their members. We do not subscribe to this view nor
does it, in our opinion, correctly state the factf, or the law . Most co-operative
associations are incorporated bodies. They are, in our opinion, "bodies"
corporate and, therefore, "persons" within the meaning of that word as used in
the Income War Tax Act . We regard the individunl members and the cor-
porate bodies with which they are associated as "persons" separate and distinct
the one from the other . Each is a potential taxpayer with respect to tllttt
income which may prôperly be considered to be his .

In opposition to the foregoing contentions advanced by the co-operative
movement, some of t heir comliçtitors assert :

(1) That the associations perfortn precisely the saine productive functions
as ordinary companies, using the same sort of buildings and equipment, em-
ploying the sanie sort of labour, using the same technical methods, obtaining
the, goods they handle and process front the same sources, and selling them in
the saine markets as do their non-cooperative competitors ;

(2) That they are organized as limited liability companics and do business
tnider the same sort of contracts and with the, saine powers and obligations
as ordinary traders ;

(3) That they are organized and operated for Me purpose of making a
profit, and

(4) That consequently they should be assessed to taxes upon the same
basis as an ordinary company .

We have already indicated that, in our view, the purpose or alleged ptu•-
pose of the associations is irrclerant, We are convinced that they do not do
business under precisely the sanie sort of contracts as ordinary traders . The
first contention, however, is both true and important and leads to a fundamental
conclusion. If we consider it marketing or supply association and its members
as one groupof individuals, then thçw1 ►ole of the incomings of t his group front
the sale of produce is the grbss inconïè of tlie nssôcinfion and its mémfiers
taken together . If from this gross income are deducted the expenses incurred
to outsiders and ordinary allowances for bad debts due by outsiders and depre-
ciation of buildings and equipment, whether in the hands of the members or
the association, then the whole of w:iat remains is'net income produced by the

' 'association and its members . his net income, moreover, is calculable in
ternis of dollars . It is identical with the income which is ordinarily subjected
to income tax . All of it should be asst,ssed as income either of the members, or
of-the ~ssocinttou,' or of-hoth, unléss there are very-_clear special-reasons_for

. exempt.ing any part of it . This point is not really in dispute since, withou t
rxce,ition, witnesses on behalf of co-operative associations were of the opinion
that Oe association conferred a financial benefit on the members .

A co-aperative store which sells cousttmcrr goods is perhaps in a slightly
different postion . In this case, the expenses of the association and its mem-
hers incurred :o outsiders is clear and determinate . However, the goods are
not resold by On members ; !ney are used or consumed by them . Conse-
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quently, the gross money income of the association and its members taken
together cannot be computed . L i this case, it is necessary to decide at * the
outset what part of the receipts of the associaticn from its members are really
priccs paid by the members . This difficulty may have been at the foundation
of the compromise solution recommended by,the British Commission of 1933
that rebates or patronage di v idends- ("divis") returned to members of a con-
sumer store were not to be regarded as being the profits of anyone, while the
amount retained by the society, less ordinary expenses was to be rekarded as
the taxable income of someone, notably the society .

In the early stages of the tax controversy in England, an attc mpt was
made to apply the doctrine of mutuality to this situation . This argument, orig-
inally developed in connection with mutual insurance, was advanced in support
of the contention that neither the society nor the members make any profits
from their joint venture . Bttt, in the view which we take of the Cana(Uan
tax-eituation, this argument is of little assistance . Co-operative associations
are organized for buying or selling or both . E'ven in the case of it co-operative
consumers' store, the amount saved by the consumer is influenced not only
by what the consumer originally pays the association but also by the amount
the association has to pay its suppliers and its employees, by the amounts
received from outside investment, and by the amount of its business with non-
members . It is our unhesitating opinion that the association and its mem-
bers, as a result of the trading venture which they undertake, do make a profit .
The difficulty arises in determining to which of the two the members or the
association as such, this profit inures . In the hnncls of one or the other, it
is assessable to tax . Thus, while originally "mutuality" may have had great
potency in support of an argument that in fact, no profits were made from the
venture, it has lost mu dh of its former vigour i n those aspects of co-operative
business which now confront us .

As we have already seen, co-operative associations do not do business-by
virtue of the same sort of contracts as the ordin ary company, or with precisely
the same obligations . In particular, the methods of organization of co-opera-
tive associations make it unnecessary for them to distinguish as clearly
as does an ordinary company between amounts which in source and func-
tion are at least roughly analogous to the profits of an ordinary company and
other amounts which are similarly analogous to capital contributions of the
shareholders, or to the exlienses of an ordinary company . For example, in a
marketing association, part of the deductions from the proceeds of sale of the
members' products resemble charges made by the association for handling
the members' products . Other parts more closely resemble capital sttbscrip-
tiông-ôf - the meinbcrs to= finnncé theassocizntien . --In-the-case-of-zin ordinary
company, it is perfectly clear wha ~ part of the shareholders' equity lias come
from subscriptions by shareholders and what )art has been reta ined from the
profits of the company . Obviously, if an or A inary company was authorized
by the customer to keep as a loan part of the proceeds of sale of products con-
signed to it, this loan would not be considered part of the income of the com-
pany. Again, - the association is, to some extent, obligated to make return
to the members in proportion to patronage . These-returns resemble in part
an ordinary price rebate or discount. However, their amount is affected by

-the efficiency of management of the-association and a variety of unpredictable
circumstances beyond its control . It may be affected also by revenue from
the investments of the association in bonds or other securities . It tnay be
influenced as well by the policy the association follows with respect to engaging
in business with non-members and granting patronage returns . to the latter.
On the other hand, if satisfactory returns of thi s kind are not made it is prob-
able that the membership and the business of the association will decrease .
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Functionally, then, the s6-called patronage dividends may partake of the nature
of a return of profits to the members, or a return of excess charges, or a return
of investments, or an expense of the association . These practices, be it noted,
are not to be regarded as devices adopted by the co-operatives to avoid pay-
ment of t :ixes . Rather they are characteristic of the ordinary co-operattve
way of doing business .

The cortracts between the association and its members differ at least in
phrasing and detail as between different, associations . The terms of the
relevant statutes, memoranda, articles of association, bylaws and specific and
implied contracts, differ from the corresponding documents and contracts
between an ordinary company and its customers ; or between an ordinary com-
pany and its shareholders . The precise effect of the various clauses of the
contracts and the general implications to be drawn herefroni, taken as a whole,
haye not been clarified, in Canada, by judicial interpretation, and it is far
from clear in principle what effect may or should be given thereto. There
are very few Canadian decisions touching the question . Each case must de-
pend and turn upon its own facts . It is thus impossible to lay down, as a
general rule, definitely how much of their surplus the associations are actuall•;-
abligated -to return to their members, or at what clate, or on what terms .
Here lies the difficulty in deciding what amounts may reasonably be considered
for income tay purposes, to be income received directly by the member Q
taxable only in his hands, and what amounts can reasonably be considered to
be the distinct income of the association and taxable in its hands, even if
later distributed to the member . We were referred to two decisions of the
Supreme Court of Canada. The first of these decisions was rendered in the
case of Fraser Valley Milk Producers Association vs Minister of National Reve-
nue 1929 S.C.R. lt36 . It was rendered on the 30th (lay of April, 1929, and
unanimously affirmed the decision of Audette J . in the Exchequer Court,
rendered on the 8th clay of October, 1928 . The other decision was that ren-
dered in the case of Saskatchetvan Co-operative 1Yheat Producers Association vs
The dfinister of National Revenue 1930 S .C.R . p . 402 . It was delivered on the
10th day of April, 1930, and affirmed the decision of Audette J . in the Ex-
chequer Court rendered on the 29th (lay of May, 192 9 . We are advised that
these decisions. tttrned ttpon theparticular facts therein involved and do not
for that reason furnish any guiding principle applicable to our general enquiry .

The competitors of the associations contended that the co-operative sur-
plus is strictly analogous to the profits of an ordinary corporation ; that the co-
operative form of orgttnization enables the association to securé a large volume
of business and to effect economies in marketing ; also that this surplus is attrib-
utable to the use of-capital-and the employment of labour and to the successful--
outcome of business risks. These are the factors, they argued, that enable
ordinary compani^s to make profits . The conclusion followed, accordingly,
that the whole of the surplus of co-operative associations shou d l be taxed as
the profits of the association . In our opinion these various factors do assist
in effecting economies. In a competitive situation, however, most of the eco-
nomies which ordinnry-comhanies secure tend to be passed on to their customers
in the form of lower prices . The taxable income of the companies, however,
depends on the prices actually charged . Similarly, if a co-operative associa-
tion effects economies and passes tliese on to its customers, we are of the
opinion that it should not be taxed as though it did not adopt this practice .

COMPETITION AND TAX EXEMPTIO N

The present income taxes impose a heavy burden on ordinary companies
and their shareholders . It is important to consider whether the immunity
of the co-operative associations from tas imposes an additional burden on their
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corporate competitors by giving the associations an unfair competitive advan-
tage .

In the foreground of the apprehension expressed by the competitors
of the associations was the suggestion that the latter might use their reserves,
now being built up without payment of taxes, to drive such competitors out of
business by precipitating a price war, or to finance the improvement of facil-
ities and premises or to buy up ordinary businesses, or to initiate new ones .
However improba ble it may be that an association would make use of accu-
mulated funds to finance unreasonable price reductions and precipitate a price
war, yet some associations temporarily might make the mistake of adopting
such a policy . The associations at present do retain earnings without paying
income tax . ( Appendix Q. These retained earnings may be used to expand
premises, improve services and thus secure new members . This expansion
tends to diminish the business volume and the incomes of ordinary enter-

__prises-enterpr isés_nlready__in, existenceorenterprises that might have been_
established if the association had not éxptndéd. 111oreover, the tax free
reserves which an association may accumulate will assist it in surviving periods
of falling prices and business depression .

When a now co-operative association is formed, the funds initially paid
to the seller of the purchased business do not come from tax free reserves ; but
from actual collections in cash from the members of the new association . The
remainder may come wholly or partly from income which has not been subject-
ed to tax . When an established association purchases a business, all or part
of the funds required may be obtained from capital newly snbscribed in cash ;
part or all may come from income which has not been taxed. The evidence
presented tends to suggest that some part of the prospective advantages of
freedom from taxation, in some cases, may have been capitalized and paid to
the former owner as part of the purchase price . The seller of the business, in
this situation, sustained no injury, but other prospective purchasers may have
been handicapped .

We find no basis for the view that the freedom of co-operative associa-
tions from income taxes has, in the past, induced the associations to engage in
unreasonable direct price-competition,or-enabled them to damage their com- -
petitors by attracting funds which otherwise would have been available for
investment in ordinary business . Whether the ability to pay patronage
dividends gives an association a competitive price advantage is debatable .
It would etppear, thereforé, that the chief competitive advantage which the co-
operative associations as entities enjoy ) by reason of their tax exempt posi tion,

-lies-in théir présén ci tÿto setâsidé larger r -t~gerves-tGnn they couldif- -
they were taxed on the same basis as are their competitors :

This conclusion finds support in the fact that co-operative marketing
associations do not appear to have been able to obtain a larger proportion of
the buâiness of marketing farm produce . It is probably significant too that
no direct competitor of a co-operative association appeared before the Com-
mission to testify that, up to the present, he had been severely prejudiced by
co-operative competition, though many did complain of the heavy weight of
taxes tl,at the companies have had to bear . Rather were the-fears limited
to the competitive advantages the associations might obtain in the future
from their large reserves . In our opinion, it is desirable that a solution be
found which will go at least some distance toward removing these fears in so
far as they arise from tax exemption .
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YQUITY IN TAXATION

We hun now to consider whether the advantages received by co-c,ucrative
associations by incorporation are substantially the same in kind and amount
as those conferred on ordinary companies . Certain provisions of the ;ncome
War 'l'as Act already recognize that different, kinds of ordinary compan-
m,ly reasonably be given somewhat v .u•ying tax treatment . Reconimendations
have recently been made concerning the special treatnlent- of private and
closely held companies . The advantages conferred by incorporation include,
among others, the power to issue transferable shares with limited liability,
perpetual succession and the use of a common seal . Ineorporation; moreover,
establishes a legal dntit;v from which shareholders may exact their dues by
means of legal process . The power to issue transferable shares with limited
liability has proved to be a great advantage in securing large accumulations
of funds from individuals who would be unwilling to risk their entire fortune .-,
in theventure,and tivhuwish to bèahle to realize their investments without
undue delay.

Both co-operative associations and ordinary companies enjoy these advan-
tages except that, the shares of co-operative associations and_closely held com-
panies are often not readily transferable and both draw their fiiüds fi•o--in ré=
sh•icted sources of investment.. An additional self-imposed restriction of the
associations arises from the fact that they repurchase the shares of persons
who have ceased to be customers . These considerations lead to the conclu-
sion that associations like companies derive advantages from incorporation
and .nay rcasunably be taxed on whatever income they do r^ceive . However,
the advantages derived by the associations are probably ., un the whole, less
than those enjoyed by ordinary companies . We do not undertake to decide
whether the advantages of incorporation are commensurate with the present
high rates of corporate taxation .

It is reasonable now to deal with the relative faculties or capacity of co-oper-
:itive associations and companies to pay taxes . It, has repeatedly been
pointed out, that co-operative associations are unusue,ily diflicttlt• to initiate
and the Saskatchewan study suggests that in their early years, their financial
difliculties may be gtr.ater, on the'average, than those of similar ordinllry com-
panies . It is true also, since each member has one vote only, that the stability
of the association depends upon the discretion of its more needy members .
This cannot usually be said of an ordinary company . In its more mature
stages, however, the "share-capital" type of association, with its large unallocated
reserves, appears to be quite a stable organization . The financial strength

--of-an "ageney-type"-association;--fiuanced- largely by means-of altocated re= -
serves, is less clear . In pn•actice, however, in Canada, the members have not in
the past been able to obtain repayments of allocated reserves except with the
approval of the directors of the association . We are thus led to the view that
associations finaiced in this way, once they have reached their mature develop-
mcnt, are also fairly stable institutions and capable of bearing the burden of --
tases We conclude that there is no justification for the complete exemptio n
of either of these types of co-operative associations on the grounds that, as
companies, they have no ability to pay t'axes .

Viewed front another angle the corporate income tax mtiy be regarded as it
tax paid by the company on behalf of its shareholders . From this point of
view that, portion of the tax which is assessed upon the undistriÛuted profits
of the corporation is an average payment on behalf of the owners of the com-
pany on funds accruing to their benefit but . on which they are not currently
taxed . If that part of the tax which is imposed on dividends is to be defend-
ed, it must be on the grounds that companies have the power, which unin-
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c.orporated businesses have not, of determining the year in which the profits
of the company will be received ay the shareholders and be assessed to per-
sonal income tax. When personal income tax rates are rather steeply pro-
gressive, and the earnings of a business fluctuate from year to year, the power
to maintain stable dividends diminishes the total tax payable by the share-
holders .

The co-operative association, like the trading company, has the power to
maintain stable dividend rates . Moreover, the co-operative associations
qualify- hg under section 4 (p) of the Income War Tax Act may set aside re-
serves, sonie of which are not at present taxed in the period when earned either
as income of the member, or as income of the associa'tion . True, the mem-
ber cannot realize on these tax free accumulations by selling his shares at a
higher price, but he do es obtain an advantage by the faculty, as it were, of
re-investing earnings in the association without first paying tax on them .
This is an advantage to such members of the association as are in receipt o f

--taxable--incomes :---13e- this as- it-may,-the- majority-of -the--members of- co----
operative associations, in normal times, receive incomes which are below the
exemption limit . Accordingly, the ability to re-invest without first paying
personaLincnme-tax ,_i s- _otlesser-advant.ngo to the members of n cô-opérative
association than it is on the average to the shareholders of a company . Consid-
erations of this nature are not , sufficient, in our view, to justify the plea for
complete exemption of co-operative associations from income tax .

EXPERIENCE IN BRITAIN AND THE UNITED STATE S

The task of applying income tax to co-operative organizations has always
been before the tax authorities in Canada in respect of associations which have
not qualified tlnder section 4 (p) of the Income War Tax Act . Our terms of
reference and the evidence before its suggests that no final and completely
satisfactory policy has evolved . With a view to further enlightenment, we
deemed it advisable to investigate the application of income tax to co-opera-
tive societies in Great Britain and to non-exempt associations in the United
States . These studies are included in Appendix D and may be referred to for
greater detail .

In h:ngland the tax is applied to all amounts that the co-operative associa- -
tions put to reserves . Under the conditions and practices prevailing in that
country, this policy has not presented serious administrative difficulties . It .
is well to bear in mind, however, that in Britain, no associations purport to
act as agents for their menibers, nor do they obtain capital by withholding ptu•-

---chase-dividends-or_ bonusescredited -to-their members.- -=--
In the United States non-exempt, associations are allowed to . deduct

patronage allotments whether paid or withheld . This method seems to be
administratively feasible tlnder the conditions prevailing in that , country .

SECTION I V

PROPOSALS MADE TO THE COMMISSIO N

\Iany and various have been the proposals submitted to the Commission .
Some of these merit fuller consideration and conmient :

(1) That section 4 O~ be broadened beyond its present ünn its to enlarge
the exemptive features tl ►ereof . We have already indicated out, reasons for
opposing the general exemption of co-operative associations .

I
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(2) That co-operative associations be taxed only on their investntent income

and such part of their trading surplus as arises from non-niember business . This

proposal rests on the "mutuality" argument . As we have already pointed out,
we . take the position that the whole of the income of the members and the
association is taxable income either of the members, or of the association,
or both . Consumer associations represent, in Canada, only a, relatively un-
important exception to this general principle .

(3) That the associations be taxed just as an ordinary company . We accept
the general principle involved, but since the associations do not conduct their
affairs in just the same way as an ordinary compnny, this proposal must be
excluded. It falls far short of solving our problems .

(4) That in difficult cases the Jlinister be given power to determine the income
of tlie association . While in tax matters the administration must be given
certain discretionary powers, we regard this proposal as tending to impose an
unduly heavy-burden on administrative officials . ---

{5)-That a special tax be-in ►.posed on co-oaicrâüi~ë -ii-6sôcinti6-fis b-ii sônic bâsis
other than income . Our mission, however, is confined to income and exc l-ss
profits taxes . A majority of the commissioners takes the view that these
suggested imposts would not be such .

(0 ) That interest at a reasonable rate on non-interest bearing investmenls of
n i-ein b ers-b-c- i ►rpnted -as-part-of- the-zncome-of-lhe-nssor.iat3on-. NVe-have-taken-
the view that. such imputation is to be avoided if at all possible .

(7) That the British system of taxing co-operative associations be applied,
patronage divzdends being allowed as a deduclion . We are to some e xtent in
sympathy with this suggestion but the practices of Canadian co-operative
associations difier considerably front those prevalent in Britain .

(8) That co loperative associations be allowed to deduct distributions made in
proportion to patronage and that their direct competitors .be allowed to deduet divi-
dends paid to their shareholders . We consider that the last part of this proposal
would give ►•ise to greater inequalities as between different .companies than an y
it would correct . If it were adopted, competitors of the direct competitors of
the association might, with some reason, demand that the same pr ivilege be
extended to them . We can see no definite and equitable end to this process .

(9) One of the prô ) ossls made to us was that section 4 (p) of the Income
war Tax Act be repealec 1 . If this were done, all co-operative associations would
be taxed on whatever taxable income they might have and the responsibility of
determining if they had taxable income and the amount thereof would res t

-upon-t-hose-whose-,iut-v-it- vas-to-administer-t-he- -A cst .--T-he-clifl'icultf in-detcr-
mining the amount of such taxable income in cases not . coming within the pur-
view of section 4 Op , and the further difhculty of constr~iing the section in order
to aseertn , - whether any particular co-operative a ssociation came within its
provisions or not, has given rise, as we under stand it, to much of the uncertain-
ties in administration referred to in Order-in-Council No . 8725 . We venture,
therefore, to discuss this proposal in greater detail, in the light of advice fur-
nished the Commission .

We are advised that section 4 ( }) ) was inserted in tl ie Ineome Var Tax Act
in its present_form by section '2 of chapter 24 of the Statutes of 1930 (assented
to on May 30, 1930) and has remained unamended since that time . I)uring
the two years imm Uately n•eceding the enactment of this section, the two
decisions above referred to End been rendered by the Supreme Court of Ca-
nada, each dealing with the question as to whethér certain monies received by
co-operative associations war ehnrKeable to income tax in the hands of the
associations concerned . 'l'l le contention was advanced before us that the sec-
tion in question was enacted as n result of one or both of these decisions .
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Section 4, enacts that "the following income shall not be liable to taxation" .
Incomes specified in paragraphs (a) to (y) are then listed . Subsection (p) thereof
is as follows :

"(p) The income of farmers', dairymen's, livestockmen's, fruit growers', poultry-
men's, fishermen's and other like co-operative companies and associations,
whether with or without share capital, organized and operated on a co-
operative basis, which organization s
(a) market the products of the members or shareholders of such co-

operative organizations under an obligation to pay to them the
proceeds from the sales on the basis of quantity and quality, less
necessary expenses nnd reserves ;

(b) purcha,e supplies and equipment for the use of such members under
an obligation to turn such supplies and equipment over to them at

-cost,_plus .necessaryexpen.ses and reserves .

Such companies and associations may market the produce of, or pur-
chase supplies and equipment for non-members of the company or asso-
ciation provided the value thereof does not exceed twenty per centum of
the value of produce supplies or equipment marketed or purchased for
the members or share~iolders .
This exemption shall extend to companies and associations owned or
controlled by such co-operative companies and associations and organized
for the purpose of financinn their operations . "

It is to be noted that section 4 is not properly an "exempting" section, as it is
frëquénGlÿ called ; it is what may be called a "non-liability" or exceptive
section, declaring that certain incomes and the entire income of certain persons
"shall not be liable to taxation" . The "exemption" -provisions of the Act are
contained in section 5 .

Who are the "persons" then, whose income is declared by section 4 (p)
not liable to taxation? First, they are certain "companies and associations",
but not all companies and associations . Those only can qualify for the benefits
conferred by the section which have the following characteristics :

(a) they must be co-operative companies or associations ;
(b) they must be organized and operated on a co-operative basis ;
(c) they must be either a farmers' or a dairymen's, or a livestockmesz's, or a

fruit growers', or a poultrymen's, or a fishermen's co-operative associa-
- -tion,-oi-ather_like-ea-operativo-assoeiations.--------- --

(d) they must be engaged in the business and on the terms mentioned
in clause (a) or (b) under an obligation to make certain returns to their
members ;

(e) they may market the produce of and purchase supplies for non-
members provided the value thereof does not exceed 20% of the value
of produce and supplies marketed and purchased for members .

The first difficulty encountered in construing this section is to under-
stand to what the word "like" refers . It was suggested to us that, it was used
as an adverb and modified the words "organized and operated", i .e ., to com-
panies and associations organized on a like basis, that is, the co-operative basis .
Contra, it was urged that it was used as an adjective and qualified "co-opera-
tive companies and associations" and limited those whose income was declared
"shall not be liable to taxation", to such whose business and/or members was
like that of farmers, dairymen, livestockmen, fruit growers, poultrymen, or
fishermen. In the light of this doubt, the section can scarcely stand as it is .
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Difticulty arises also as to the. meaning to be ascribed to the words "co-oper-

ative" and 'brRanized and operated on a co-operative basis" . There is no

definition of these ternis in the Act . No unanimity was evident among the

many pc:rsons who appeared before its as to what these terms mea« .

Differences of opinion arose as to.the meaning of the phrase "market the

products" . Competitors of co-operators contended that the phrase was re-
strictive and that a company or association which engaged in processing or

manufacturing their members' prodttctsandselling the processed or manufactured

article were not engaged when so doing in marketing their members' products,

and-thatthose-ivhose-niain business or a substantial-part. thereof-conststed-in

processing and marketing the processed article could not be said to be withi n

the section. On the other hand, it was argued that the point was of no impor-

tanee .
- Doubt was also . e xpressed -concerningtha meaning of the terni "obliga-

tiôii . ..
.
. . 86nie-co ittended-that the-terni- must be int•erpretedto-mean--a_lei;al

contract, definite as to time and amount, and strictly enforceable . Others
contended that the term should be considered to refer to the sort of obligation
typically imposed on the. associations by the statutes under which they operate

the agreements made with their members whether written or implied by usage .

Another uncertainty in applying the section as it stands, centers around the

words "members" and "non-mem bers",partlcularlyas theyrelate to the"20%"

clause so-called . We found that some associations treated and recognized

every patron or customer as a member, with no qualification for membership

required other than that lie be a patron or c i tstomer .

The last clause of the section, viz . "This exemption shall extend to com-

panies and associations owned or controlled by such co-operative associations

and organized for the purpose of financing their operations" is difficult to con-

strue and apply for two reasons . First, what does "this exemption" mean ?

As already stated section 4 subsection (p) is not an "exempting" section. It

is a section declaring that the incomes of certain specified persons and certain

income are not to be liable to taxation. Second, what is the meaning of the

words "organized for the purpose of financing their operations" ? We found
in a considerable number of cases, that companies A nd associations had caused

to be organized subsidiary corporations, wholly owned and managed by them .

It was diflicult to tuderstand how they were financing the operations of the

co-operative associations .
As a result of the ambiguities of language and the difficulty of aciminis-
g the section, and because we are of the opinion there is no general classterllt

or group of co-operative ? :t tons in (, t`ada todaywhuse-income-shottld-
be declared not to be liable to taxation, we are of the opinion that the section
in its present form cannot survive the attacks made upon it .

In suggesting the repeal of section 4 (p) of the Income War Tax Act,
we do so in the consciousness that enterprises which are truly co-operative in
organization and operation have no need of the exceptive provisions thereof .
If they make no profit they are not taxable . Those associations which do not
so qualify, for reasons which we have detailed, should not be accorded a blanket,
exemption to which they are not otherwise entitled . It may be said that the
term "co-o ~erative" is nowhere defined in the statute . That is quite true
and, indeed, it would be an almost insuperable task to devise a definition
which, having regard to original principles on the one hand, and present day
practices on the other, would do justice to the subject . In our view, it is
sufficient to say that associations which have been constituted under provincial
laws and are there recognized as co-operatives, have thus been accorded it
status and designation which is quite sufficient for tax purposes .
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(10) In many of their submissions, representatives of ordinary companies
argued that the taxation of the whole corporate income, taken together with
the taxation of dividends when received by shareholders constituted unjust
double taxation, and urged that the Commission recommend a change in general
tax policy to bring about some alleviation of this alleged hardship . The
majority of the Commission take the position that our recommendation in
this respect must be confined to the suggestion that when a general revision
of the Canadian tax structure is tuider consideration, the contention in question
be thoroughly investigated .

-(1 ;)--One proposal ~âdc tô iis ~vü~h~iï nnÿ recommendnt'oirsor tasing
co-operative associations should apply retroactively. Were it not that this
point was pressed upon us with some insistence, we would pass it in silence .
We do not regard it as any part of our function to make any recommendations
which, if-enacted-into-law,- would-affect -the-rights or-obligations of-taxpâÿéïs
under the existing law . It is the duty o_ f those charged with the responsibility
of admniistering the Act to upp7ÿ its provtslons as they ûnderstitnd th .em .
If doubt or uncertainty arises, the Courts are always available both to the tax-
payer and to the Crown to establish their respective rights and obligations .
Having regard, however, to the ambiguities contained in section 4 (p) of the
Income War Tax Act and the resulting, (though understandable) hesitant
administrative practice in applying it, we are of the opinion that co-operative
associations have so conducted their affairs that great hardship would result
should our recommendations be madeto- apply -retroactively . N'e-also feel
that many of them would be prejudicially affected if the existing law should
be interpreted so as to make them liable for payment of taxes for the period
subsequent to the enactment of section 4 (p) . Believing as they did, and not
discouraged in that belief by the administrative attitude, we venture the hope
that those co-operative associations which have, in good faith, conducted
their affairs in the light of a possible, .even plausible, construction of the section
in quéstion will be accorded relief from payment of taxes on patronage dividends
actually or constructively paid to their members or customers, since the enact-
ment of section 4 (p) .

SECTION V

CONCLUBION IJ AND RECOMMENDATION S

In the light of the observations advanced in the last two sections, we have
-serutinised-tlte-various-items_in-the-nccounts-oLthçço-o perativè associatiotis
with a view to determining_ which items _ may_ reasonably be considered the
income of the association ; whiclt items should be taxed only as income of the
members ; and which should be taxed as income of the association and also of
the members when distributed to them. The position of some of these amounts
is clear ; the position as to others has been called into question. -

Interest on a loan to or other investment in, the association with a fixed
date of maturity, should be deductible as an expense of the association, provided
that it can be exacted annually at the rate fixed when the loan or investment
was made . It should be treated as income of the member when lie receives it .
Loans or investments in the association which the member is entitled to with-
draw on reasonable notice resemble notice deposits . Interest on such loans,
investments or deposits should be treated as a deductible expense of the asso-
ciation if paid at a rate specified in advance, even though the association may
from time to time change such rate . These payments should be treated as
part of the income of the member when he receives them .
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However, "interest" or dividends which are declared by the association

after the close of its fiscal pe riod at varying rates, or only if earned, should not

be tre et a&-&-- tiblëc _x pense of-tt ► assu iatiorr- ,Suelrpaytnents reemble--

closely a distribution of the profits of the association . Even taough the rate

be fixed in advance, we consider that such payments should not be treated a s

a deductible expense of the association if the principal amount has no definite
maturity date and is not withdrawable by the member on reasonable notice .

Such amounts should be taxed also as income ôf the member when he receives

them .
Payments made in cash by the members in the purchase of shares, loan

units, membership fees, or other similar equities are manifestly not part of the
income of time association . Similarly deductions from the gross proceeds of the
sale of a member's products which the association is authorized to retain as a
loan or apply to the payments of share capital or other equity in the association,
for which the member has subscribed, or is obligated to subscribe, are not part
of the income of the association . However, the latter should be included as
part of the taxable income of the member when they are deducted and applied :

Where the contract or the bylaws provide that in addition to deducting
these capital contributions, if any, deductions shall be made from the gross
proceeds of sale of the members' products to cover operating expenses or
handling costs, the açtual expenses incurred by the association in th is connection

are, of course, deductible for income tax purposes ; but any difference b 1 tween

the deduction thus made and the expenses actually incurred should be treated

in the same way and subject to the same deductions as the ordinary surplus

of an association .
There remain for consideration the great ' variety of payments and allot-

ments made from the gross revenue of the as scciation and its members in pro-
portion to patronage . We take the general position that such of these amounts

as are made readily available to the members or customers should be con-
sidered income of the members or customers and not of the association .

However, the meaning of "readily available " requires clarification . It is
intended to include patronage payments in cash before or shortly after the end
of the fiscal period ; applications of such patronage allotments to payments for
share capital or investments for which the member has subscribed, or which

lie is under an obligation to make . In addition, it is intended to include
allotments credited to the member in such a way that lie can withdraw them
on giving reasonable notice of his intention so to do . Such payments or credits

in proportion to patronage, when made by marketing or farm supply associ-
ations, clearly add to the member's or customer's income and should be taxable
in his hands, when paid or credited to him . However, patronage payments
or credits for consumers goods should not be reported by the member or customer
as a part of his income for tax purposes, unless they enter into his trading ac-

count .
On the other hand, the remainder of the surplus of the association, or the

remainder of the excess of deductions made to cover operating costs over the
costs actually incurred, should be subject to tax as income of the association .
This remainder, retained by the association, may remain on its books as undis-
tributed surplus or be carried to unallocated reserves (not including valuation
reserves), or it may be credited to the accounts of the members, but in such a
way that they cannot, as individuals, withdraw the amounts in que3tion on
giving reasonable notice, even when shown on the balance sheet as "accounts
payable" or "allocated reserves" or "deferred dividends" .

These patronage allotments which the members cannot withdraw on
giving reasonable notice, then, should not be allowed as a deductible expense
of the association when earned . However, if they are later paid or rendered
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available to the members, they should be deducted from the income of the asso-
ciation in the year when they are paid or made available and should be treated

-as-taxable income-of-the-member-when-made-available-to-himï ---
It will be observed that we make a distinction between patronage credits

and other sums which are not made available to the member and those which
lie can withdraw on giving reasonable notice . With respect to the latter
amounts, the directors, of course, may be given reasonable powers to protect
the association in case of a general run on withdrawable funds . The exercise
of such powers will not prevent withdrawal, except to the extent necessary
to protect th e members' equities . Attention is called to the regulations
governing British Co-operative Societies as set forth in Appendix D . In that
country, the bylaws of the societies provide for-reasonable notice of large with-
drawals . Except with the consent of the directors not more than 10% of the
shares outstanding may be purchased or withdrawn in any one year . Moreover,
the directors are permitted, temporarily, to suspend redemption of shares in
periods of crisis . In practice, however, both share and loan capital are readily
withdrawable .

We are also of the opinion that where ordinnry companies, partnerships or
individual business enterprises hold forth, to their customers, that they will
distribute among them on a patronage basis a portion of the surplus earnings,
they should be allowed to deduct such payments before arriving at taxable
income .

To avoid discrimination, the patronage payment made by a co-operative
association or ordinary business should be made at the same rate to all cus-
tomers, whether members or not, for this same class or type of goods or serv-
ices . This would not prevent variation in the rates for different classes or
types of gooils or services, provided all customers are treated equally for the
same blass or type.

It has been pointed out to us on numerous occasions that co-operative
associations are difficult to organize and that their rate of mortality is high,
especially in. their earlier years. They are not in a position to attract capital
for investment purposes, except in small amounts . Moreover, they are apt
to find it difficult to finance the employment of the necessary managerial per-
sonnel . In addition, there is a pronounced tendency to organize co-operatives
in times of economic stress . We are, therefore, of the opinion that in the
public interest, co-operative associations, upon consent of the M inister, should
be exempt entirely from income tax during the first few years of their operation .

The foregoing recommendations apply to all types of co-operative asso-
ciations and businesses, whether their members or customers are individuals or
associations, and without respect to the kind of business in which they are
engaged . However, a few types require special treatment.

Some local community halls are incorporated as co-operative associations .
Typically-they are forbidden to make Lny payments to their members in cash
and any proceeds of their operation on wiiLding up must be spent for community
or charitable purposes . These associations, it appears to us, fall clearly within
section 4 (h) of the Income War Tax Act .

Co-operative telephone associations and co-operative associations engaged
in the local distribution of electrical power or in operating local telephone
systems usually have no direct competitors and, in many parts of the Dominion,
obviously are alternative to municipal or prov incial institutions . If these serv-
içes were provided by governments, no taxes would be paid . We recommend
that they should remain exempt .

Some associations have been formed to provide economical housing faci lities
for their members . These projects, we believe, are sufficiently similar in pur-
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pose and operation to the organizations whose income is excepted by section 4
paragraph (y ) of the Income War Tax Act, that. they should be included in the

scope o -this paragrapli.---
'l'he ineome of co-operative associations formed exclusively to finance or

provide medical and hospital services should also he excepted .
We are of the opinion that the amountS which an association or other

business are permitted to deduct in computing their taxable income (except
patronage dividends on 'consumer goods) should be included in the income
of the recipient for the period during which they are paid or credited to him .
To facilitate administration, we recommend that the Minister be given the
power to require such annual returns as may be considered desirable .

Though our recommendations have been concerned primarily with the
position of co-operative associations and their competitors under the Income
War Tax Act, we arv aware that, the associations, when made subioct to tax
under that Act, will automatically be assessable to tax under the Escess Profits
Tax as well .

SECTION N' 1

SC'JS\(AnY OF ItECO\i :fi;NnATIO\S

(In this section the word "customer" shall be deenled to include shippers and
suppliers as well as purchasers where the context requires . )

(1) That section 4, paragraph (p), of the Income War Tax Act be repealed .

(2) That the Income War Tax Act and The Escess Profits Tax Act be amended
to provide for the taxation of co-operative associations and organizations on
the same basis as other persons in accordance with the recommenciations
which follow .

(3) That co-operative associations and organizations, joint stock companies,
partnerships, and other bodies and persons shall be allowed to deduct, in
computing taxable income, such amounts as patronage bonuses, patronage
dividends, refunds of excess handling charges, discounts,- rebates and other
similar amounts which are paid or credited to their customers, in proportion
to the quantity, quality or value of goods acquired, marketed, or sold or serv-
ices rendered ; provided that :

(a) such amounts are paid in cash or its equivalent within six months
after the annual meeting of the relevant fiscal period of the associa-
tion, organization or company and within six months after the end of
the relevant, fiscal period of other businesses ; or alternatively, that
they are credited within the same period to each customer and exigi-
ble by him on giving such notice as may be deemed reasonable .
(Appendix D).

(b) the statute or statutes under which any such co-operative association
or organization is incorporated or registered, or its bylaws, or a con-
tract with its customers, hold forth the prospect that payments will
be made in proportion to patronage .

(c) the company or other person holds fprth the prospect to customers
that payments will be made in proportion to patronage .

(d) payments in proportion to patronage shall be at the saine rate to all
customers with respect to the same type or class of commodities,
goods or services, with allowance for differentiation in class, grade or
quality where appropriate .



(4) That deductions from the gross proceeds of a eustomer's products be ex-
cluded from the income of th,~ association, organization or other business, if
ap lied against an obligation incurred by such custorner to purchase shares, or

to make ot é investaiient in thé lssôciation ; or ïf cre(Ctl-ed1o tiecûsiomer ,- and
exigible by him on yiving such ootice as may be deemed reasonable . (Ap-
pendix D) .

(5) That amounts credited in proportion to pL .ronage and deductions from the
gross proceecls of sale of. the customer's proSh .cts, which wera, not deductible
for tax purposes when credited or deducted shall, nevertheless, be allowed as
a deduction in the period (luring which they are paid to the customers .

(6) (a) That interest, on any form of investment in, or loan to, the association
or other taxpayer having a fixed date of maturity, he allowed as a deduction,
provided such interest is exigible annually by the claimant or creditor at the
rate fixed at the time such investment or loan was made .

(b) That interest, on any form of,investment or loan which is withdrawable
on giving such notice as may be deeméd reasonable (Appendix D), be allowed
as a deduction if exigible b% the claimant or creditor at a rate fixed in advanco .

(7) That a newly formed association which obtains incorporation or registra-
tion under provincial co-operative legislation, or is incorporated as a co-opera-
tive under Dominion authority, for the purpose of producing and/or marketing
natural products of its members or customers and/or of purchasing supplies,
equipment, household necessities or services, for its members or customers
and which is not owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by an existing
association, ot a group of existing associations, shall, with the consent of the
Minister, be exempt from income tax for its first three fiscal periods following
the commencement of operations . An association claiming such relief should,
nevertheless, be required to file annual returns in accordanee with Part V of
the Income War Tax Act in such form as may be determined by the Minister .

(8) That section 4, paragraph ( y) of the Income War Tax Act be amended,
if necessary, to include associations incorporated or régistered under provin-
cial co-operative legislation for providing co-operative housing service .

(9) That associations incorporated or registered under provincial co-operative
legislatiôn, or inçorporated as a co-operative under Dominion authority, for
the purpose of 'liroviding telephone services, distribution of electric power, or
medical and hospital services, be exempt from income and excess profits taxes .

(10) That the Minister be given power to require all persons to make such
annual returns of "patronage dividends" declared, or "deductions" made, as
may be deemed desirahle .
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PART II

--- CreaFt_Unlons

Information furnished to the Commission makes it clear that co-operative
societies organized for the purpose of accepting the savings of their members
in the form of shares an d deposits and for providing a source of credit for their ,
wembers form an important, and .a rapidly expanding part of Canadian co-oper-
ative development . In Quebec such societies are called `Caisses Populaires',
andAn other provinces they are known as `Credit Unions' . There are also
regional and provincial federations of these societies organized either for the
purpose of serving as a medium for deposit of surplus funds by member units
and as a source of credit for them or to provide inspection or educational serv-
ices .

An account of the development of credit unions and the more detailed
information concerning them is found in Appendix E.

The operating practices of credit unions and the statutes relating to t11em
are fairly uniform . This uniformity is in contrast to the considerable variety
in practices and legislation respecting purchasing and marketing co-operative
associations . It is attributable, in the first place, to the fact that credit unions
are engaged in furnishing one type of service only, namely, the receipt of money
and the providing of credit, while other co-operative bodies are organized to
sell or to buy a large variety of goods and services . In the second place, the
enactment of credit union legislation did not become general, and credit unions
did not develop extensively in provinces outside of Quebec, until after thirty
years of experience in that province . This experience had demonstrated the
need for careful supervision and inspection of credit unions and this was sub-
sequently provided for in credit union legislation in every province .

TTP" OF CREDIT UNION

The - membership of a credit union is limited by its bylaws to persons
having some well defined bond of occupation or association or residence .
Co-operative credit societies accordingly may be classified as follows :
(a) Rural Credit Unions . Of the credit unions operating in Canada in 1943,

57% were rural credit unions, organized for the most part within the
boundaries of a well defined local rural district . Their members may
include residents of a village and fartners in the surrounding trading area .
In Quebec particularly, the rural parish is the basis of membership .

(b) Urban Credit Unions . These made up the remaining 43 per cent of the total
number of credit unions in 1943 . Their membership is composed exclu-
sively of village residents or of well defined occupational, associational or
parish groups in towns or cities .

(c) Federations of Credit Unions . The objectof these federations is to accept
surplus funds of member credit unions and to make loans to credit unions
which are members . They function thus to some extent as central credit
unions or banks for their members . The Caisses Centrales of Quebec are
examples of this Qpc of organization. There are also federations com-
prised not only of credit, unions but also of other incorporated co-operatives .
These federations perform the functions of central credit unions for their
membership, as for example the Saskatchewan Co-operative Credit So-
ciety. There are, in addition, federations organized exclusively for educa-
tional, accounting, inspection and other services for credit unions not related
to-money transactions . La Fédération des Caisses Populaires Desjardins
in Quebec and the Credit Union Federation of Saskatchewan are organiza-
tions of this type .
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ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION

Credit-UmLonlegislation requires that from 7 to 20 people sign an applica-
tion for incorporation, the minimum number of incorporators varying in accord-
ance -ance with statutes of the different provinces . Shares are valued at $ 5 .00 or
$10 .00 each and the capital is usually unlimited in amount . An entrance fee
may be charged, this being usually stated by bylaw, but is seldom more than
25 cents . The field of membership prescribing the tic of association, occupa-
tion or residence of the'prospective members'must be stated in the bylaws .
The legislation usually states that the objects and powers of' a credit union
should be "The provision of thrift among its members and the creation of a
source of credit for its members, at legitimate rates of interest, exchtsively for
provident and productive purposes" . The statutory powers typically granted
a credit union are set forth in Appendix E . In all Credit Union Acts, it is pro-
vide(: that other credit unions and sometimes other co-operatives or corpora-
tions may be members . A credit union is a limited liability company and in
most provinces the legislation provides that the word "limited" shall form a
part of the registered name .

Certain operating principles are also specified in all credit union legislation .
Each member has only one vote . The rate of interest on loans must not exceed
one per cent per month on the unpaid balance . In practice, the rate may be
vai•ied below this maximum, depending on whether theloans are made to farmers
or on mortgage, etc . While a credit union may own land for its purpose the
maximum value of such land is usually limited to $5,000 . A credit union has
the usual powers to take security in connection with all loans, and the amount
which may be loaned with or without security is usually limited by legislation .
The amount which may be borrowed by the credit union is related to the amount
of the capital in such proportion as is usually specified by legislation . A char-
acteristic feature of all credit union legislation is that loans can be made to
members only . The right of directors or other officers to borrow from the
credit union is subject to certain statutory restrictions . The payment of in-
terest on deposits, at such rates and at such times as may be specified in the
bylaws, is provided for . No director or other official except the secretary-
treasurer or manager and asistants, if any, are permitted to receive any remu-
neration for their services . It follows from this that much of the administra-
tive work in connection with a credit union is done free of charge .

Shares and deposits in a credit union may be withdrawn at such notice
as shall 'be prescribed in the bylaws, or such additional notice as may be ap-
proved by the registrar or other government -fficial entrusted with the admin-
istration of credit union legislation . Usually a longer notice of withdrawal
may be required with respect to shares . In practice, however, a member who
has funds with his credit union in the form of shares or deposits, can withdraw
these at any time.

The revenue of a typical credit union will include the following :
(a) Interest on loans to members .
(b) Entrance fees-transferred to reserve .
(c) Mines levied, if any-transferred to reserve .
(d) Interest on government or other securities .
(e) Interest and/or dividends from investments or deposits with other

credit unions or federations thereof, etc .

The expenses of a typical credit union include the following :
(a) Ofpicers'salaries, which are limited tothemanager orsecretary-treasurer and

assistants, if any ;
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(b) Ordinary operating expenses, including rent, light .)►heat, postage and
excise, stationery and supplies, advertising, etc .

-(c}-Bond-premiums=fidclity.----------- ---------
- (d)Loan insurance .

(e) Annual dues for membership in federation, if any.
(f) Depreciation of fixed assets . The amount which can be invested in land

is limited by most provincial legislation .
(g) Taxes. Some provinces exempt, by legislation, the property of credit

unions from assessment for municipal taxation .
(h) Interest paid on borrowed money .
( i) Interest paid on deposits .
(j) Organization expenses .

The surplus earnings of a credit union are divided as follows :
(a) An amount usually of not less than 20 per cent, is set aside as a reserve

against bad loans or losses and may not be used for other p urposes except
on liquidation .

;b) An amount, usually not exceeding 5 per cent, may be reserved for educa-
tional or community purposes .

(c) Subject to the approval of the annual meeting, dividends on shares of not
more than 5 or 6 per cent at the most, may be declared .

(d) 'A borrower refund or patronage dividend may be returned to the borrower
in proportion - to the amount of the interest paid by him on his loan . Not
all credit unions make a refund to borrowers, but the practice is becoming
more common .

Interest is paid by credit unions on deposits at rates varying from 1 to 2%
per cent, while share dividends range from 1 to 5 per cent, 3 per cent being a
common rate . With regard to interest charged on loans, the practice appears
to be to charge the maximum to start with, and gradually lower the rate as
the capital funds and volume of business increases . Credit unions, amongst
occupational groups, may charge 1 per cent per month on the unpaid balance,
while rural groups may charge from 6 to 8 per cent per annum . The rate on
mortgage loa»s may be 4 or 5 per cent . As the earnings of credit unions in-
crease, the policy seems to be to lower rates on loans and in many instances to
make patronage refunds to borrowers, as well as to pay only a moderato divi-
dend on shares and a reasonable rate of interest on deposits .

In each credit union there are thre o committees whose functions are de-
scribed in Appendix E . Credit Unions in the past have had yery low loss ratios .
Witnesses attributed this circumstance in part, at least, to the fact that credit
unions are organized on a community or group basis . It is relatively easy to
select the members carefully, and each borrower is influenced by his desire to
keep faith with his friends and neighbours, who-comprise the membership, to
repay the loan if at all possible .

PRESENT TAX POSITION OF CREDIT UNIONS

There are two sections in the Income War Tax Act which affect credit
unions, namely :
(a) Section 4 (q), which excepts from taxation "The income of any banking

institution organized under co-operative provincial legislation which
derives its revenue from loans made primarily to members residing within
the territorial limits within the province to which the institution is res-
tricted for carrying on its business" ;
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(b) Section 92 (1), which provides that any person shaL deduct at the source
an amount equal to seven per cent from

"(i) any amount as interest pursuant, to the provisions of a fulty re-
gistere bond, c e enttlre or-other slmllar obliga tolt , or

(ii) any amount by way of dividend in respect of any share or stock ."

At the time section 4 (q) was enacted, credit anion development was uhie fly
in çuebec, where credit unions were known as "peoples banks", and this prob-
ably explains the use of the term "banking institution" . In practice, credit
unions and federations comprised of credit, unions and co-operatives have been
regarded as coming within the provisions of paragraph (q) .

CO\Sil)EItATIO\S A1111) ARGUMENT S

A great deal of evidence was submitted regarding the rather specialized
services which credit unions can and do render to their members . It was
contended that the credit union form of activity was of special assistance to
the members for the following reasons :
(a) It provides a method whereby people in poor circumstances are encour-

aged to develop a habit of thrift, since by pooling their savings they can
provide a source of credit for themselves in times of need ;

(b) The bond of association, occupation or other community interest on which
the membership of credit unions is based tends to minimize the elelnent
of risk which has to be considered by another type of lending institution
when considering an .application for a loan from an individual with little
or no collateral security ;

(c) Accordingly, it provides a service for those who are either not provided
with credit services from other lending institutions at all, or only at much
higher l'ates because of the risks involved .

(d) The tangible material and other benefits which can be derived through the
credit union form of activity enable and encourage the members to solve
their problems through self help rather than by relying on Government
aid in times of emergency or depressed conditions .

No submissions were made to the Commission from business interests
expressing opposition to credit unions or claiming that credit unions should
be taxed on the ground that they are competing with other types of business
enterprise. The contention was advanced, however, that no business enter-
prise should be entitled to exemption 'and that no exception should be made
in the case of credit unions or federations thereof .

We are satisfied that credit unions perform a highly useful function in
assisting people who are unable to take effective advantage of savings and loan
facilities provided by other lending institutions . We are also satisfied that
credit unions are not displacing any other type of business enterprise, except
to provide an alternative source of loans in a field where individual money
lenders or lending institutions do not provide similar credit facilities at com-
parable net rates . It is clear, therefore, that unions provide a useful supple-
ntent to other lending institutions and that the continued development of
credit unions is desirable from the standpoint of the public interest .

Credit unions return to their members a very high proportion of their
surplus earnings . In some cases, however, they are retaining amounts which
appear to be larger than are required for reserves against bad loans and losses
on the basis of past experience. If they were to be taxed by the methods we
have recommended for co-opcrative associations, additions to these excess
reserves would be made subject to tax. However, the individual amounts to
be assessed would, in many cases, be very small . Moreover, we consider that
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it is not desirable to discourage the accumulation of reserves to protect the
savings of members who, for the most part, receive small or very moderate
incomes .

tiwi be o secvéd-thaTlÌnorder to come withisthn-provisions-of-section-4-
(q), an institution must derive its revenues from loans made primarily to mem-
bers . We are of the opinion that a reasonable interpretation of the terms
"priiI :aril,v from loans made to members" does not debar a credit union from
investing a portion of its funds .in Government or other securities rather than
to have them lie idle. One of The main objectives of a credit union is the
encouragement of thrift . To achieve this purpose the credit union must be

able to attract funds by paying a rate which will encourage its members to
accumulate savings .

It was pointed out to us that (luring the war, the proportion of credit
union funds invested in government securities was larger and the proportion
used to make loans to members smaller, than normal . This circumstance was
attributed to the current shortages of durable equipment and consumer goods,
and to the members' response to the government's requests to curtail spending .

We are satisfied that as conditions return to normal, a larger portion of the
funds of credit unions will be loaned to members . The present abnormal
situation should not be considered as affecting the position of credit unions
where exemption is claimed on the ground that it is a banking institution
which derives its revenues from loans made primarily to members .

With regard to section 92, evidence was presented to the Commission that
deduction of the tax of 7 per cent from share dividends at the source have been
requirecl in at least one province, but that in other provinces the policy haF
been to relieve credit union officers of this duty . It was argued, and with some
justice, that dividends paid on withdrawable shares were similar to interest
payments on bank deposits and should therefore not be subject to deduction

at the source. We are inclined to the opinion that, in view of the administra-
tive work involved, it would be better to exclude crêdit union share dividends
from deduction at the source, under section 92, and to require the unions to
report to the Department of National Revenue all payments of dividends or
interest in excess of such minimum amout as may be desirable from the stand-
point of arlaninistration .

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING CRi:I)IT UNIONS

1 . That the income of credit unions or Caisses Populaires continue to be ex-

cepted from taxation tlnder section 4, paragraph (q) of the Income War Tas

Act .

2. That section 4 (q) of the Income War Tax Act be amended to make it

clear :
(a) that it includes federations wh ese membership may comprise other credit

unions, co-operative associations, parishes, school districts and other simi-

lar bodies .
(b) that organizations excepted thereunder must derive their revenues pri-

marily from loans made to members .
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PART II I

Mutual Insurance Organization s

We were also directed to enquire into the application of income and profits
tax measures to organizations formed and operated on a "mutual basis"-and
into the çomparative position in relation to taxation of persôns engaged in
business in direct competition with nurtuals . Accordingly, a number of briefs
were filed and witnesses representing mutual fire insurance companies of dif-
ferent types, as well as representatives of joint stock insurance companies
engaged in fire, automobile and casualty insurance, appeared before the Com-
mission . Representatives of agents of fire insurance companies were also heard .
We were not directed to make any enquiry respecting life or marine insurance
companies, mutual or otherwise, and hence representations were not made by
these organizations .

Reference has already been made in Part I of this Report to certain sec-
tions of the Income War Tax Act and Excess Profits Tax Act, 1940, which
are relevant to the discussion of co-operatives . The following sections of
various legislation are of special significance in the discussion of mutual insur-
ance activities and organizations . Section 4 of the Income War Tax Act
provides that the following shall not be liable to taxation :

"Mutual Corporations "
;g) "the income of mutual corporations not having a capital represented by

shares, no part of the income of which inures to the profit of any member
thereof, and of life insurance companies except such amount as is credited
to the shareholder's account"

"Farmers' Associations "
(ti) "the income of such insurance mortgage and loan associations operated

entirely for the benefit of farmers as are approved by the Minister"

Section 4 (p) of the Income War Tax Act, (discussed in Part 1) which applies
to co-operatives engaged in marketing or purchasing activities is also of signif-
icance in relation to certain co-operative organizations which carry on an in-
surance business .

Section 7, paragraph (a), of The Excess Profits Tax Act, 1940, prôvides
that the income of organizations exempt under section 4 (g) and 4(i) of the
Income War Tax Act as quoted above, shall not be liable to taxation .

While the Special War Revenue Act is outside our terms of reference, nu-
merous representations were made with respect to the tax levied on the net
premiums of fire insurance companies in accordance with the provisionp of this
legislation. For convenience of reference , we reproduce the relevant sections
of this Act as amended in 1942, chapter 32 .

(2) Paragraph (b) of section thirteen of the said Act, as enacted by section
one of chapter fifty-four of the statutes of 1932 and amended by sec-
tion two of chapter fifty of the statutes of 1932-33, is repealed and the
following substituted therefor :-
"(b) "Company" includes any corporation or any society or association,

incorporated or unincorporated, or any partnership, or any ex-
change, or any underwriter, carrying on the bùsiness of insurance,
other than a fraternal benefit society, a corporation transacting
marine insurance, or a purely mutual corporation in respect of
any year in which the net premium income in Canada of such
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mutual corporation is to the extent of not less than fifty per cen-
turn thereof derived from the insurance of farm property or
wholly derived from the insurance of churches, schools or other
religious, educational or charitable institutions ; "

4 . Paragraph (f) of the said section thirteen is repealed and the following
substituted therefor :-
"(J) "net premiums" means, in the case of a company transacting

life insurance, the gross premiums received by the company other
than the consideration received for annuities, less premiums re-
turned and less the cash value of divido.nds paid or credited to
policyholders ; and, in the case of any other company, the gross
premiums received or receivable by the company or paid or
payable by the insured less the rebates and return premiums paid
on the cancellation of policies : Provided that in the case of a
mutual company which carries on business on the premium de-
posit plan and in the case of an exchange "net premiums" means
the actual netcost of the insurance tothe insured during the taxa-
tion period together with interest on the excess of the premium
deposit over such net cost at the average rate earned by the com-
pany on its funds during the said period ;"

5. Section fourteen of the said Act, as enacted by section one of chapter
fifty-four of the statutes of 1932, is repealed and the following substi-
tuted therefor :

14 . (1) Every company authorized under the laws of the Dominion
of Canada or of any province thereof, to transact the business of
insurance, other than an association of persons formed on the plan
known as Lloyds, a mutual company not carrying on the business
of life insurance, and an exchange, shall pay to the Minister a tax
of two per centum upon the net premiums received by it in Ca-
nada less net premiums paid for reinsurance to companies or
associations to which this section applies, during the year 1941
and each calendar year thereafter.
(2) Every a-sociation of persons formed on the plan known as
Lloyds, and every mutual company not carrying on the business
of life insurance and not carrying on business on the prernium
deposit plan, authorized under the laws of the Dominion of
Canada or of any province thereof, to transact the business of
insurance, shall pay to the Minister a tax of three per centum
upon the net premiums received by it in Canada, less net pre-
mitns paid for reinsurance to companies or associations to which
this section applies, during the year 1941 and each calendar year
thereafter .
(3) Every mutual company authorized under the laws of the
Dominion of Canada or of any province thereof, to transact the
business of insurance and which carries on business on the pre-
mium deposit plan and every exchange so authorized shall pay to
the Minister a tax of four per centum upon the net premiums re-
ceived by it in Canada during the calendar year 1941 and each
caleqHar year thereafter .

In discussing mutual insurance, it may be useful to study the following
definition found in the Ontario Insurance Act : "Mutual Insurance" means a
contract of insurance in which the consideration is not fixed or certain at the
time the contract is made and is to be determined at the termination of the
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contract according to the experience of the insurers in respect of all similar
contracts, whether or not the maximum amount of such consideration is prede-
termined" .

Mutual Organizations of Different Types

A number of different groups of mutual insurers, including farmers mutuals,
submitted briefs to the Commission, explainiug their methods of operation .
A brief description of the main groups follows .

Farmers mutual insurance companies are of spec " al importance in Ontario
and Quebec . It is interesting to note that legislaVon to provide for the or-
ganization of mutual insurers was provided in Que:;ec as early as 1818 . Farm-
ers mutuals in all provinces operate on the basis of premium notes, subjeot to
cash payment and/or assessment . In the Ontario Act, for example, the "sur-
plus" of a farmers mutual is defined as "the assets of the insurer other than the
premiums note residue after deducting therefrom all liabilities of the insurer
(other than contingent liabilities or unmatured contracts) and the proportion
of cash payments and instalments thereof paid in advance, applicable to un-
expired policy contracts calculated as required by subsectiôn 5 of section 73" .
In the main, the methods of organization and operation of the farmers mutuals
in Ontario are the same as those of the other provinces . Some indication of
their importance is found in the fact that 65 Ontario farm mutuals serve 140,000
rural policyholders, and their total business is about 90 per cent rural . In
Quebec, according to the evidence presented to the Commission, there are 320
mutual farmers insurarifce companies, including county, municipal and parish
groups, with total insurance written amounting to about $180,000,000 .

Before dealing with other classés of mutual insurers, certain other features
which tend to distinguish farmers mutuals should be borne in mind . They
specialize in farm risks, a field in which joint stock companies are not active to
any great extent . Furthermore, these groups, as shown by provincial sta-
tistics, are economical in operation . Their local charactér gives the officials a
special opportunity of appraising farm risks, as they know the properties they
are insuring and the people they are dealing with. Further, from the evidence
submitted, it appears that statutory safeguards with respect to minimum rates
and maximum risks are being carefully followed . In short, the farmers mutual
appears to meet a need which is not met to the same extent by other types of
insurers .

Other mutual fire insurance groups also specializing to a considerable extent
in farm risks have a large membership, in contrast with the local farm mutuals .
These include the "Cash Tlutuals", which commenced operatior.s on the pre-
mium note basis, but are now operating on the cash premium basis as well .
Mutuals operating on both the cash premium and the premium note plàn are
of special importance in Ontario, and in Western Canada, insuring a large
number of farmers . It was also submitted that in addition to farm risks, a
large number of village and other risks have been insnred by these and other
farm mutuals, where municipal or other fire fighting facilities are not available .
In some cases, these mutuals have entered the casualty insurance field, as well
as the urban insurance field in connection with both residential and commer-
cial property. Four farm cash mutuals in Ontario made submissions to the
Commission . These bodies are incorporated under the Ontario Insurance
Act .

The four cash mutuals in question contended that departure from the
premium note system was made necessary to counteract• the criticism by joint
stock companies that the liability of the policyholder in a mutual company
was never fixed, but was undetermined and unlimited, and that in consequence,
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a mutual policy gave little security . For this reason it was considered desirable
to give the insurer it choice between the cash premium and the premium note
mode of insurance, with the result that a considerable proportion of the busi-
ness of Canadian mutual fire insurance companies, apart from the regular
farmers mutuals, has been developed on the cash premium basis . Another
.cnaantion advanced by the cash mutuals was that while they tended to give
their policyholders the benefit of lower rates rather than cash dividends, it
was of special importance for them to build up reserres in view of the predom-
inance of farm and village risks written .

The following quotation front the Ontario Insurance Act, Section 275,
deals with the reserve fund to be accumulated by a mutuil fire insurance
company :

"(1) Subject to the provisions of sub-section 5, it Mutual or Cash-Mutual
insurance corporation may form it permanent reserve fuud, to consist of
such part of the net profits as may from time to time be set aside by the
directors for that purpose ; or to be made un by annual assessments for
that purpose not exceeding, for any single assessment, 10 1~yo on the pre-
mium notes held by the corporation, until the total fund reaches two per
centwn of the corporation insurance in force.
(2) Such funds shall be held for the security of the insured and shall be
subject to the provisions of this Act relating to the investment of the
funds of insurance companies.
(3) The net income from the ftuid shall be includc'i in the general receipts
of the company, and shall constitute a part of the `net profits', if ary,
as defined in this section .

(4) The fund so accumulated shall be used for the paym,nnt of losses and
expenses when the cash funds of the company in excess of an amount
equal to its liabilities (including guarantee capital, if any) are exhausted,
and when the said fund is drawn upon the allocation of profits or a--
sessnients as aforesaid may be retained or continued until reached .
(5) The said fund may not be reduced by the payment of dividends to
shareholders or members, or by a reduction of current premiums below
the limit, of 2~;~, of the insurance in force hereinbefore mentioned, but it
may be inereased beyond . "

Another group of mutuals, the American llutual Alliance, which made
representations to the Commission, are organizations with a-membership
consisting of business enterprises, either incorporated or unincorporated .
These mutuals have their headquarters in the United States, but-~are licensed
to do business in Canada . While these mutuals are comprised of business
enterprises, their basis of organization and methods of operation are some-
what similar to those of mutuals comprised of individual persons . They are
organized tvithout share capital, with membership confined to policyholders,
each member company or ente;prise has one vote at meetings of the mutual,
a cash premium is paid and the unabsorbed portion returned to the member .
The companies comprising this group maintained that their object was to
transact business for their members at cost, and that in this connection 98 per
cent of the premiums paid by members from 1929 to 1943 had been used,
first, to pay losses, second-- to pay expenses, and third- as dividends or re-
fwids to policyholders .

Another group of mutuals Which made representations to the Commis-
sion is also compriséd of incorporated companies. These are sometimes
known as the New England Factory Mutuals . Ona feature which distinguishes
this group from mutuals of other types is the so-called premium deposit .
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Each policyholder is required to deposit an amount at the time the policy is
issued, which may be considerably in excess of the net cost of insurance for one
year . Each member company is charged with its pro-rata share of losses and
expenses, as well as contributions to reserves . When the policy is cancelled
or expires, the charges are totalled and the balance of the deposit is returned
to the member .

In connection with the deposits requi : f~d f rom members of factory mu-
tuals, it was stated that on the average the abs~)rbed portion of the premium
deposit may be approximately 10 per cent . On the other hand, it was con-
tended that the high value of the individual risks insured, even though care-
fully selected from the standpoint of fire protection, rendered large premium
deposits necessary. The risks insured are carefully selected, consisting almost
exclusively of manufacturing and commercial properties of high grade con-
struction, fully equipped with sprinkler protection, according to the specifica-
tions of the insurer . According to the submissions made to the Commission,
the amount of insurance written by Factory .11utuals in the United States and
Canada during 1943 was $16,700,000,000, comprised of about 10,500 individual
risks . Of this amount the Canadian business was about 7 per cent .

Another group of mutuals which is quite different from the standpoint
of organization ~ are known as Inter-insurers or Reciprocal Exchanges . This
group, which was represented before the Commission by the American Recip-
rocal Association, includes amongst its membership twenty exchanges with
headquarters in the United States . Ten of these exchanges do substantial
business in Canada . The exchange, as such, is not incorporated, thus differing
from all other mutual insurance groups . Nearly all the members (subscribers)
at each exchange are corporate bodies . It is stated that the object of the
subscribers is to insure one another . To accomplish this it is necessary to
appoint a common agent or attorney to transact the business of the exchange .
Each subscriber, therefore, gives a power of attorney to the common attorney
or agent to transact business on his behalf . This attorney is known as "At-
torney-in-Fact" The attorney collects the monies from each subscriber,
which are placed to the credit of the subscriber and remain his property, so
that each subscriber has an individual accoutit . The attorney deducts from
this, such sum as is necessary to pay losses and expenses and to provide neces-
sary reserves and surplus for contingencies . The part not needed is returned
to the subscribers annually. In the event of withdrawal of a subscriber from
the exchange, the subscriber receives from the attorney all the money to his
credit, including his share of any reserves or surplus . In practice, while the
risks insured through reciprocal exchanges are carefully selected, it is found
expedient to have the amount deposited by the subscriber sufficient to meet
contingencies, including unexpectedly high losses. This reserve for contin-
gencies is provided for in the subscribers agreement . The reserve is, of course,
invested, and as such, produces some income which is credited to subscribers .
The Attorney-in-Fact is subject to supervision by an advisory committee of
subscribers . Each exchange is licensed under a firm name . Unlike other
mutuals, proxy voting is permitted at meetings of the exchange. Another
distinction is that the equity of each subscriber in the reserve fund is retained
by the exchange from time to time, but subject to withdrawal .

Reference should also be made to the stock mutuals, although no wit-
nesses were heard in behalf of this group. There are only a few companies
of this type. They were organized originally as purely mutual companies
on the premium note system. Later they were given at!tliority to issue capital
stock and to sell cash premium policies, but policyholders on the cash premium
plan are excluded from membership . Dividends are paid on capital and
premium notes in force are subject to assessment .
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Another insurance organization carryin~ on business on a co-operative
basis is known as the Pool Insurance Company. This company was organized
in 1939 by the three Western Wheat Pools under the Manitoba Companies Act .
The object was to enable the three Pools to insuretheirownelevators and distrib-
ute any savings accruing front the business of the company on a patronage
basis . In 1940, a charter was secured front the Parliament of Canada to enable
the company to comply with the ruling of the Board of Grain-Commissioners,
that insurance on grain in licensed elevators must be carried with an insurance
company under a Dominion license : The company is organized with share
capital and may pay a dividend thereon of not more than 5 per cent . The
balance has been distributed in the "form of an excess charges refund, in pro-
portion to earned premiums paid to the company by the pulicyholders .

The competitors of mutnals in the field of fire, casualty and automobile
insurance are joint stock companies, which conduct their insurance business
exclusively on the cash plan . These include British joint stock comppnies,
foreign joint stock companies, including mostly United States firms, and joint
stock companies with head offices in Canada. -

The Competitive Position .

Some indication of the competitive situation as between the mutual insur-
ance companies and the joint stock companies is provided by statistics fur-
nished by the Dominion Superintendent of Insurance regarding the business
transacted by fire and casualty companies operating under a Dominion license .
In 1943, the premium income of 267 fire and casualty insurance companies
reported was $99 ,897,515. Of this amount, 11 reciprocals received 0 .6% of
the total premium income, 11 deposit premium mutuals received 1 .1%, 30
other mutuals including the American Alliance group, and Canadian Mutual
Companies received 11 .8%, three stock mutuals received 1 .9%, while 212
joint stock companies received 84 .6% of the premium income.

The so-called "underwriting profit" or "gain from underwriting" of these
companies amounted to $5,498,546 in 1943. Of this amount the reciprocals
had 4.3% ; the deposit premium mutuais, 6 .8%; other mutuals, 19 .9%; the stock
mutuals reporting 4% ; and the joint stock companies, 65% . In this connec-
tion reference has already been made to the method of calculating the "Net
Premiums" of the reciprocals and the premium deposit mutuals as set forth in
the Special War Revenue Act. This has a bearing on the proportion which
the underwriting profit of these companies bears to the premium income, as
compared with mutuals of other types and of joint stock companies .

While many of the princ°ples adopted and conclusions reached in Part I of
the Report are applicable to mutual insurers, still, certain differences in methods
of operation between co-operative associations and insurers merit special con-
sideration .

SOME COMPARISONS BETWEEN MUTUALS AND JOINT STOCK COMPANIE S

Representatives of joint stock companies pointed out that there were
certain similarities between their type of organization and that of the mutuals .
This is true . With the exceptiop of the reciprocal exchariges, both groups enjoy
corporate status, and the advantages deriving from limited liability . Both are
required by legislation to maintain certain reserves for the protection of policy-
holders . The same insurance company terminology is used with respect to
both groups .

There are, however, certain obvious differences between the two types
of organization . In a joint stock company the persons who own and control
the enterprise are, by and large, a different group from those who make use
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of its insurance services . In a mutual company, on the other hand, there
is identity of interest between owners and users . This distinction is less
clear, however, where a part of the surplus of a stock mutual is distributed
on the basis of shares held . The difference is also less well defined where a
mutual writes cash policies, some of which are subject to the payment of
dividends on the basis of premiums paid by pcilicyholders, and some of which
are not . A further distinguishing feature between the two types of insurers
rests in the fact that in mutual insurance the application for and payment of a
policy is, in practice, synbnomous with membership. Viewing the two types
as a whole, it is evident that the control of a mutual and participation in its
surplus, if any, is vested in those who use its services as policyholders, whereas
the control of and the participation in the surplus of a joint: stock company is
vested in those who use it for investment as shareholders .

Some Contentions advanced by Joint Stock Companie s

The first of the contentions of the joint stock companies was that th e
"dividend" paid on premiums to policyholders in a mutual was akin to a distri-
bution of profits and, therefore, taxable . Admitting the joint stock companies'
contention that fire insuranCe risks are more difficult to estimate in advance than
life insurance risks, where the use of statistics and actuarial formulae makes a
close estimate possible, this does not detract from the similarity between a div-
idend paid by u fire insurance mutual and a similar payment by a life insur-
ance mutual. As stated in Part I of this Report, we are of the opinion that it
dividend paid in proportion to patronage is a characteristic feature of the co-
operative or mutual way of doing business . The members of a mutual pay
premiums for two purposes, to insure one another and to maintain the organi-
zation necessary to conduct this service . If they find that they have paid more
than is required to meet losses, expenses and to provide for necessary reserves,
they can secure a refund in proportion to the premium paid . It is impossible to
regard such a payment to the insured as a profit taxable in the hands of the
insurer . If, however, a portion goes not to the insured, but to the shQreholder,
as a return on his investment, such a payment is not a rebate on an ovorpayment
for insurance, but a reward for investmeut, and risk undertaken by the share-
holder who provides the service for policyholders . We are of the opinion
that a return of a dividend on a premium is not essentially different from the
unassessed portion of a premium note. Both are necessary to the mutual way
of doing business .

A further contention advanced by the joint stock companies was that
mutuals should be assessed for income tax on precisely the same basis as joint
stock companies. Here again the difference between the methods of operation
of the two groups would render the incidence of such a tax inequitable as far as
the mutuals are concerned . It would not only involve taxing the "dividend"
to which reference has already been made, but other funds in the hands of the
mutual, exigible by the policyholder . A premium payment in a mutual serves
to pay losses and expenses and also to provide operating capital . A refund in
the form of a dividend on premiums is not profit of the mutual . Any amount
retained by the mutual but exigible by the policyholder is not income of the
mutual but a fund contributed partly for operating capital and partly to pay
unexpected or future losses .

Nlutuals may have Income

In Part I of this Report we have endeavoured to distinguish what the co-
operative retains permanently and what is actually paid by the co-operative
to its members or is exigible by them. The quej,tion, therefore, arises whether
mutuals in which there is no proprietary intcrest other than that of policy-

©
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holders, earn or receive any revenue which is liable to tas . If they receive a net
income, to whom does it inure-to the mutual or to the members? We are of
the opinion that mutuals can and do, under certain conditions, ha-c income
which may be made liable to tax . 'l'his income may arise partly from invest-
ments and partly from other operating gains . «'bat the mutual receives and
retains in the form of investment income, plus other additions to surplus which
are free from claims of policyholders, may be regarded as income, which should
be liable to tax .

.lfutuals S1i"ccializc in Certain Field s

It was clearly established during the course of our hearings that some
mutual organizations specialize in insu-ing farnl risks and ren(ler it much
needed service in that field, which is not provided to any appreciable extent
by other insurance organizations . In addition, village and town property,
unprotected by municipal or other fire-fighting organizations, are insured
almost entirely by mutuals . The reasons why nlutuals are able to insure risks
of this kind have already been indicated. In view of the great. need for expan-
sion of insurance services with respect to rural areas, we consider it undesira-
ble from the point of view of public interest to impose any tax which would
make it more difficult for mutuals or other insurers to develop still further
this much needed insurance service in all rural districts . As a matter of fact,
no case was brought to our attention in which a joint stock company suffered
loss of business or was otherwise prejudiced by the operations of a farm mutual .
The general contention rather was that all inutuals should be taxed on the same
basis as joint stock companies . It would appear that nlutu :ils are making
progress in certain highly specialized fields, but that the overall picture shows
little change . Both types of insurers appear to be giving an efficient service .
There is no evidence to sugt;est, that the progress of the mutuals is due to tax
exemption. This dnc, not nuean, however, that they may not have some
taxable income .

Some Contcntions adranccd b y .lfttltral ,~

The main contention of the ulutuals-is that they endeavour to operate
at cost, and further, that their operation thereby tends to reduce insurance
rates generally. On the other hand, this does not dispose of the argument
that mutuals can and do, in some instances, have taxable income . There
were, however, other arguments advanced by the mutuals to indicate the
inequity of their position . These mcrit, careful attention . They include :

(a) That the difference in the rates imposed with respect to the premium
tax under the Special War Revenue Act is unwarranted . Spokesmen
for the nlutuals took the view that a tax at. a uniform rate should he
pai(l by all companies, and that they were ready to continue paying
such a tax. While the Special War Revenue Act . is outside the scope
of our terms of reference, we have to report, that very considerable
dissatisfaction exists with respect to the existing rate structure, and
we are of the opinion tic: t this matter should be reviewed by the Govern-
nlent before any income tax is imposed on nlutuals. -

(b) Canadian nlutuals referred to the fact that investment income is
excluded from taxable income in Canada in connection with the oper-
ations of British and foreign insurance companies . This appears to be
a departmental arrangement with these companies which has been
in effect for some years . While Canadian joint stock insurance conlpa-
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nies made no complaint regarding this arrangement, some Cana-
dian mutuals contended that it involved discrimination against
Canadian stock companies .

(c) Critical reference was also made to the exemption from'income tax
of marine insurance companies and the exemption granted to such
companies under the Special War Revenue Act . No representative
of marine insurance compnnies mrde submissions to the Commission,
and we are not requested to investigate their tax position . We simply
report the criticism expressed .

CONCLUSIONS

We are of the opinion that mutuals can and do have income which is sub-
ject to tax. This income results from investments and operating gains which
are free from claims of policyholders . At the same time we consider that
mutuals in certain specialized fields are rendering a service which is not provided
by other organizations, notably, in insuring farm and other unprotected rural
risks. These mutuals tend to keep their rates as low as is consistent with the
risk involved . We consider that it would not be in the public interest to impose
income tax upon those insurers whose activities are primarily in these fields .

Considering the situation as a whole, we are of the opinion that the income
tax should not be imposed on mutual- without a review of the varying rates of
existing premium tax under the Special War Revenue Act, the taxation of
investment income of British and foreign insurance couipanies and the position
of marine insurance companies .

Summary oj̀  Recomrnendation s

We therefore recommend as follows :
1 . That the Income War Tax Act and The Lxcess Profits Tax Act (19•10) be

amended to provide for the taxation of mutual organizations carrying on the
business in Canada, of fire, casualty and automobile insurance, in accordance
with the recommendations which follow.

2. That dividends on, or refunds of premiums to policyholders, whether
paid in cash or applied against renewal premiums, together with any unabsorbed
premiums or premium deposits returned to or payable to policyholders, and
any other amount credited to a policyholder or subscriber in such a way that
it is exigible by him on giving such notice as may be deemed reasonable, be
allo%~ ed as a deduction in computing taxable income .

3 That joint stock companies and other insurers writing fire, automobile
and casualty insurance, which pay dividends or make refunds of premiums to
policyholders be allowed to deduct such dividends or refunds in computing
taxable income .

4 . That before giving effect to the foregoing recommendations the inci-
dence of the tax on net premiums of mutual insurance organizations under
the Special War Revenue Act, the exemption from taxation granted to marine
insurance companies, and the treatment for income tax purposes of•investment
income in Canada accruing to British and foreign insurance companies, shoulcl
be reviewed by the Government ;

(5) That the inCome of any insurer, mutual or otherwise, shall not be
liable to taxation when in any year the net premium income in Canada is
derived, to the extent of not less than 50% thereof, from the insurance of farm
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property and other propert;y not protectecl by municipal or other fire fighting
organizations, or is (ierived wholly from the insurance of churches, schools or
other religious educational and charitable institutions .

The present Report is signed by all the members of the Commission suhject,

however, to such reservations and couüileut ; its are nppended hereto .

'rhe ►►•holc respcctfully guhmitted,
l'.nROL 'Al . ~I cnoUQALL,

Chairman .
B . N. ARNASON,

G . A . EALIOTT,

JUAN-MARIE NADEAU ,

J . J . \' .► t an AN .
Ottawa, Sep tcmhcr 25t h . 194!i .
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Memorandum of Comments and Reservations

by B . N. ARNASON

In Part 1, section IV, of the Report reference is made to the ambiguities
contained in section 4, paragraph (p) of the Income War Tax Act . The opinion
is there expressed that great hardship would result should the recommendations
in the Report be made to apply retroactively . The opinion is also expressed
that many co-operative associations would be prejudicially affected if the exist-
ing law were to be interpreted so as to make them liable for the payment of
taxes subsequent to the enactment of section 4 (p) . The hope is also expressed
that co-operative associations which have conducted their a ffairs in the light
of a possible, even plausible, construction-of the paragraph in question, will be
afforded relief from the payment of taxes on patronage divi dends actually or
construetively paid since the enactment of 4 (p) .

Although I do not intend this as a dissent to the Report I desire to em-
phasize particularly the serious consequences which would fol iow, for co-oper-
ative organizations and their members, if co-operativés were to be required to
pay taxes on patronage dividenC ., paid or allocated since the enactment of
section 4 (p). While paragraph (p) appears ambiguous, me mbers and officials
of co-operatives have undoubtedly endeavoured to conduct the affairs of their
organizations in the belief that at least patronage dividends, paid or allocated,
would be exempt . If these dividends were to be taxed the resul L9 might well be
disastrous for the co-operatives concerned, as well as a hardship for their
members .

It is also to be remembered that many co-operative associations have set
aside unallocated reserves to preserve the equity of their members. These
reserves have in many instances been set aside as a result of either statutory
requirements in provincial co-operative legislation, or in accordance with special
Acts of Incorporation, and also by reason of the belief that they had authority
to set aside "necessary reserves" under section 4 (p) .

For the reasons stated, I submit that it would not be in the public interest
to assess such co-operatives for income taxes for the period subsequent to the
enactment of section 4 (p) .

In Part I, section VI 3(n) of the Report, it, is recommended that amounts
paid by co-operative associations and other businesses in proportion to patron-
age be allowed as a deduction, if credited to the member or customer, provided
the payment so credited may be withdrawn on giving reasonable notice . The
same principle is embodied in recommendation number (4) regarding deduc-
tions from the gross proceeds of a customer's product . Reference is made to
Appendix D as a guide as to what may be a reasonable, notice . This refers
to the practices followed by co-operative societies in Great, Britain respecting
the withdrawal of share capital .

It is desirable that the rights of the member of a co-operative to withdraw
the funds which he has invested therein he clearly established, both from the
viewpoint of sound co-operative practice and to distinguish clearly whatbelongs
to the member, as compared with what is retained permanently by the co-
operative . While British practice is a useful guide in this respect, it is neces-
sary to .consider the conditions under which Canadian co-operatives operate .
In Great Britain, co-operative societies deal mostly in consumer goods the de-,
mand for which is quite steady, notwithstanding fluctuations in employment
amongst the membership . The societies are well established financially, have
large reserves and as a result are in an excellent position to meet promptly any
demands for withdrawals of share c apital by their memlers . In Canada, on
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the other hand, co-operatives are engaged mostly in marketing agricultural or
other primary products, the volume of which may fluctuate sharply from year
to year and decline decidedly over a period of years . As for farm supply co-
operativés, their business is not only seasonal, but the volume of trade is directly
related to variatior.s in the income of the members derived front the production
of primary products . In addition to that, the majority of cu-operatives in
Canada do not have reserves comparable to those of-British co-operatives .

W hile I concur with the recommendation that the member should be
allowed to withdraw patronage dividends or other amounts credited to him
on giving reasonable notice, consideration of what constitutes such reasonable
notice must have reference to conditions that prevail in Canada . The main
point, I suggest, is the member's right of withdrawal on giving such notice
as will enable him to realize on his equity without endangering the equity of
other members . This can be done without insisting that the practice, from the
point of view of the time element involved, be precisely the same as is gene .al
under British conditions .

This con.sideration leads to another . The Report seeks to distinguish
between what the co-operative association keeps for itself and what the mem-
ber can eflectively claim as his own-that is, what is "exigible" by him. The
latter includes patronage payments paid in cash or applied against obligations
incurred by the member to the association with respect to investment, or
amounts credited to him but withdrawable on re asonable notice . This again
is in accord ance with British practice . Canadian co-operatives have, however,
found it necessary to defer tbe payment of patronage dividends or deductions
from gross proceeds of members' products for varying periods . This method of
financing has been found necessary under• conditions that prevail amongst
agricultural co-operatives, where the volume of business may fluctuate sharply
from year to year, and where large capital expenditures are needed in contrast
to the requirements of consumers societies . The Commission takes the view
that where amounts are deferred for an indefinite period at the sole discretion
of the directors, such amounts should only be deductible for tax purposes when
actually paid to the members .

There is, however, another method which is not dealt with in the recommen-
dations, and that is, where the bylaws of an association or contract with the
members, provide that deductions from gross proceeds or patronage dividends
shall be deferred for a definite period only . Where the date of payment is set
at a definite date in the future in such a way that there is an irrevocable under-
taking to pay, which cannot be altered at the will of the association, such de-
ferred payments cannot be considered as "income" of the association and taxa-
ble in its hands . Such deferment is not inconsistent with practices followed by
British co-operatives when ada?ted to conditions under which Canadian
co-operatives have to operate . It, represents an intermediate method as be-
tween capital which can be withdra wn at any time and capital which can only
be withdrawn with the consent of the association . It establishes clearly the
obligation to the member . It is a meth od which has been found essential to the
requirements of many agricultural co-operatives . To allow patronage pay-
i pents, deferred for P. definite period under a definite obligation to pay, as a
deduction i n computing taxable income, will avoid the result that Canadian
co-operatives are more restricted in financing with funds payable to their
members titan are those co-operative E in the United States which are not
exempt from Federal income tax, but are nevertheless allowed to deduct allo-
cated dividends in computing taxable income .

I, therefore, recommend that deductions from the gross proceeds of a
member's product, or patronage dividends, which are retained by a co-oper-
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ative association for a definite period with an irrevocable obligation to pay at
the time stipulated, be allowed as a deduction in computing the taxable income
of such association .

With the exception of new associations and co-operatives of certain types
designated in recommendation number (9)-see section VI, Part I of this
Report, the recommendations involve the taxation of co-operative purchasing
and marketing associations on their unallocated reserves . The evidence sub-
mitted to the Commission, however, makes it clear that co-operatives are a more
unstable type of organization than other businesses . In addition, they are
unable to attract capital for investment purposes to the sanie extent as ajoinV;
stock company and are forced to rely on contributions from people of limited
means who desire to use their services . Furthermore, most co-operatives in
Canada are engaged in serving agricultttrists and other primary_ producers
which means considerable fluctuation in the volume of business done . This
state of affairs is recognized in provincial co-operative legislation across Canada
by statutory provisions regarding reserves to safeguard the equity of the
members .

In view of certain weaknesses inherent• in the co-operative type of organ-
ization as dealt with elsewhere in the Report, and also in view of the fact that
by and large members of co-operatives are people with low incomes who are in a
difficult position to make special contributions to offset heavy losses sustained
by their organizations, I suggest that in the public interest co-operatives should
he allowed to set aside limited reserves for protecting the equity of their mem-
bers, before computing taxable income . For tax exemption purposes, such
reserves might be limited to the minimum provisions for similar reserves as set
forth in provincial co-operative ;egislation. An alternative basis for a reserve
to guard against impairment of the members' equity in a co-operative might
be a yearly appropriation equivalent to 2 % of the net asset's until the amount
in such reserve is equivalent to a maximum of 20% of such net assets . These
might be defined as total assets, reduced by valuation reserves, less liabilities
to the public and less current liabilities to members .

It was also contended at the hearings of the Commission that certain other
businesses, especially those engaged in handling agricultural products, are
subject to considerable variation in income and find it difficult to set aside
sufficient reserves for unforeseen contingencies . Although these businesses
are at present in liquid position, this might easily be reversed with changing
economic conditions . It would, therefore, appear that con5ideration should be
given to allowing other types of businesses to set aside limited reserves to guard
against the impairment of capital before computing taxable income, provided
the necessary application in this regard is made to the \iinister and he is bat-
isfied that such reserves are warranted . In so far as co-operatives and other
businesses are confronted with comparable problems, aftet• taking into consider-
ation the weaknesses inherent in the co-operative type of organization, such a
policy would assist in achieving a measure of equality between the two types
of business activity .

I, therefore, recommend that from the point of view of the public interest
co-operative purchasing and marketing organizations be allowed to set aside
limited reserves to guard against the impairment of capital and unexpected
losses, before arriving at taxable income .

I also recommend that consideration be given to allowing other types of
businesses to set aside similar reserves, before arriving aI . taxable income, where
the Diinister is satisfied that. these are warranted .

Respectfully submitted ,

13 . N. ARNASON .
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Comments

by J . M . \AnEAc

1 do not intencl to make this it reservation to the Report and recommenda-
tions with which I ani in entire agreement . 1 do feel, however, that particular
emphasis should be laid on the uncertainty of the position of co-operatives in
the matter of the application of section 4 (p) of the Income War Tax Act .
Therefore, I respectfully suggest that any action which might be takemtoenforce
the collection of past due taxes lj- the Government should be motivated by the
idea of not imposing, in the public interest, any undue hardship on farmers' and
fishermen's co-oper .'.ives which conducted their affairs in good faith, believing,
as they did, that patronage dividends paid or allocated were not liable to
taxation under existing acts .

Unallocated reserves in many instances are equivalent to "necessary
reserves" as authorized in section 4 (p) in order to protect the member's equity .
I believe it is also in the public interest that such unallocated reserves should be
given the saine tax exemption from taxation as suggested for allocatcd patronage
dividends in the foregoing paragraph .

Respectfully submitted,

JEAN-INI .1RIF NAllEAU .

Memorandum of Comments and Reservations

by J. J . VAUCIIA N

I regret that I cannot join my colleagues in making this Report unanimous
in all respects . Although I clo not subscribe to all the arguments contained
therein, I am in agreement with the taxing of co-operative3 to the extent set
out in the recommendations . As the adoption of this measure of taxation
only, would fall far short of removing the present 'nequality of taxation as
between Co-operatives and Companies, it is necessary in my opinion that some
further remedial action should be taken .

I should like to make it clear that I am not opposed to co-operatives .
vn the contrary, I believe they have been and are serving a very useful purpose,
particularly in the remote parts of the country, in providing a means whereby
groups may be formed to improve their economic position . That co-operatives
have a place in our national economy is unquestioned. But it must be said
that Companies also have a very important place in that economy . Indeed
much of the development of Canada up to the present time may be attributed
to the initiative of Companies, made possible by their employment of capital,
largely sub. crilied by private investors . This capital has enabled Companies
to embark on new forms of enterprise, to-expand businesses already established,
to provide employment, to increase the wealth of the country, and to raise the
standard of living. Companies also have afforded a channel for investment
which has enabled many people to earn a better return on their savings and
surplus funds than otherwise would have been possible . Therefore, it is highly
desirable that companies should be permitted to proceed as in the past and
that they should be able to produce a return that will encourage the investment
of capital, much of which will be needed in the reconstruction period of the
future .
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At many points throughout Canada the competition is keen between co-
operatives and companies, but companies, as has been so forcibly pointed out
at our hearings, are competitively in an unfair position ; they are required to
pay a heavy income tax and in many cases an excess profits tax while co-oper-
atives are exempt from these taxes, thus leaving the latter in the advantageous
position of being better able to build up reserves and expand their activities .
Having regard to the fact that Canada is a fertile field for co-operatives and that
they are now well established under able direction, and that they are sponsored
and aided by provincial governments, there-is every reason to expect a substan•
tial expansion in their business . This expansion as it takes place will result 'n
increased competition and render the tax inequality more pronounced . il- ;r ss
some remedial action is taken .

As the measure of taxation to be imposed by the Commission on co-oper-
atives, as recommended by the Report, will not, as already stated, remove the
inequality that exists, and inasmuch as further action, in my opinion, is nec-
essary, there seem to be two courses to consider . One is to impose a further
amount of taxation on co-operatives, and the other is to remove a part of the
taxation now imposed on companies . The'methods employed by co-operatives
in operating and accounting are entirely different from those employed in
ordinary business . Included in their surplus are operating profits, income
from investments and balances owing to members on products and commodities
handled, all blended in a way that the exact profit is not determinable . As a
result it is very difficult, if not impossible, to further apply an income tax to
co-operatives . That co-operatives do make profits is stated in the Report, and
with that statement I agree, and that they are efficiently managed on the whole
is unquestioned, so it logically follows that such profits should be comparable
with those made by similar competing businesses . But as these profits do not
appear separately in the books of co-operatives and as the income tax cannot
readily be applied to their entire profits, some other form of tax would appear
to me to be more appropriate if the first course mentioned should Le followed .
However, the recommendation of any form of tax other than the income tax
would be beyond the scope of the terms of reference in P .C. 8725 .

The second course mentioned is to remove a part of the taxation now'
imposed on companies . The other members of the Commission have expressed
their opinion that to recommend such action would be beyond the scope of the
terms of reference contained in P.C. 8725. 1 do not, however, concur in this,
and quote what I regard as the relevant parts of the order which in my opinion
grant the Commission such power viz ., that the Commissioners named be
appointed-

"to inquire into"--

(b) the organization and business methods and operations of the said co-
operatives as well as arty other matters relevant to the question of the
application of income and profits tax measures thereto, an d

(c) the comparative position in relation to taxation under the said Acts of

operatives,
and report, in so far as the same can conveniently be done, all facts which
appear to them to be pertinent for determining what would, in the public
interest, constitute a just, fair and equitable basis for the application of the
Income War Tax Act and The Excess Profits Tax Act, 1940 to co-operatives and
to persons other than co-operatives in respect of methods of doiiLg busines s

person:~ engaged in any line of business in direct competition with co-
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analogous to co-operative methods, such as the making of paymcnts coniuionty
called patronage dividends and to make such recontmendatiotts for the atnendntent
of existing luuas as they consider to be justifted in the public interest ; "

Accordingly, I believe it is in order and appropriate that the comparative
position of Companies with Co-operatives in relation to taxation should receive
consideration .

In our hearings from Vancouver to Halifax, various Boards of Trade,
the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, the Canadian Manufacturers Association
and other bodies and companies emphasized the unfairness of the so-called
double taxation in Canada, i .e ., the taxing of the entire profits in the hands of
the Company and the taxing again in the hands of the shareholders of that part
of the profits which is received by them in dividends . Also it was advocated
by those appearing, that as a measure towards remedying the unfairness of the
present taxation of companies as compared with the tax exemption granted
co-operatives that this double taxation be removed. It should be noted that
such double taxation is not in effect in England, Australia or New Zealand .

As the imposition of any further mcasare of income tax on co-operatives
than that recommended by the Commission is regarded as impracticable, and
as the recommendation of any other form of tax would be outside the jurisdic-
tion of the Commission, my opinion is that the second course should be followed .
In respect to this, the extent of the loss to the Ns t :onal Treasury also must be
considered .

Having due regard to the foregoing, my recommendation is that the
corporation income tax be reduced from 40% to 30% and that shareholders
paying income tax in Canada he allowed a credit of 50% of the tax paid by the
company, in respect to their dividends .

The adoption of this recommendation would serve a twofold purpose.
It would be a further step in removing the inequality in taxation as between
Co-operatives and Companies, and it would remove in' some measure, the
double taxation which is so much complained of at the present time .

J. J . VAUGHAN .




